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Friday 
September 11 , 1998 
Inside Sports 
Moving on www.den.eiu.edu Keep away 
Theatre professor Clarence 
Blanchette's impending sabbat-
ical allows himto focus on an 
exhibit dedicated to 26 years of 
his work. 
ews Eastemlinoislkwersiy Char1es1oo, II. 61920 Vol.84,No.15 2 sections, 16 pages The Panther football team looks to use a ball control offense against Central Florida. 
Story on Page 1 B '"Tell the truth and don't be afraid.'' 
Story on Page 8A 
emberton Two males 
ay be co-ed attack student 
Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor 
Rachardsom, a freshman undecided maior, reads on the front steps of Pemberton 
Wednesday evening. She, along with many other women in the hall believe that the 
all-female hall in the state should stay all women for historic reasons. 
onors program looks to change 
sidence hall designation 
first all-female residence hall in 
stale and a national landmark may 
a co-ed honors residence hall 
· gin the fall of 1999. 
Rmors students received a letter from 
Lasky, director of honors pro. 
outlining the possible changes. 
Jn the letter ~ stared, "Pemberton 
wilJ remain a women's residence hall this 
year while plans are made final to open 
part of Pemberton to men beginning 
August 1999." 
McKinney Hall IS designated as Ilk: 
honors student residence hall. Female 
honors students were given the option to 
move into Pembenon Hall this year to 
ease the transition. 
See PEllBERTOI Page 2 
Attempted rape to be investigated 
By Nlcole Melnhelt 
City editor 
Charleston police are investigating the 
attempted rape of an Eastern student near the 
corner of Seventh Street and Harrison Avenue. 
The 20-year-old female, whose name The 
Daily Eastern News is withholding for her 
protection. was attacked by two unidentified 
white males at 2:30 a.m. September 3 in the 
800 block of Seventh Street. 
She was returning to her residence in the 
700 block of Grant Avenue from her 
boyfriend's residence in the 700 block of 
Ninth Street when she spotted a group of 
males standing on the ~ side of Eighth 
Street, a police report stared 
As the victim approached, two of the men 
began yelling al her. She was alarmed and 
walked away, heading west on Harrison 
Avenue and then south on Seventh Street. a 
police report stated. 
At the comer of Seventh Street and 
Harrison Avenue, the victim used a public tele-
phone to contact her boyfriend, but she was 
unable to reach him. a police report stated. 
She then walked 50 feet south on Seventh 
Harrison Ave. 
Polle Ave. 
~ 
Lincoln Ave. 
\ 
where attempted 
rape occurred 
t 
N 
Street when one of the two men approached 
her from behind grabbed her shirt, pulling it 
down, and said "do you want to f-T' a 
police report stated. 
See AnlCK Page 2 
Students want variety 
Dining service staffers 
heard complaints, 
suggestions on new 
food lines at forum 
By Geneva While 
Slaflwrier 
Amanda Furlan said she feels like a dog 
when she eats at Dining Services. 
"You feed a dog the same thing every day," 
said Furlan, a sophomore computer and politi-
cal -cience major. She .;aid vanet) is the main 
problem with the new sysiem. 
Furlan was one of about 125 students who 
voiced opinions about the dining services 
changes during the open forum Thursday at the 
Taylor Hall Dining Center. 
Jody Hom, director of Panther Dining, and 
Ann Sidwell, associate director of Panther 
Dining. were both present , as well as assistant 
directors from each dining hall except 
Pembenon. 
They began the forum by passing out cards 
for student" to \\rite suggestions on, giving sru-
dents who may have felt they were not asked 
about the chang~ a chance to give their ideas. 
"The only rca~n we're here is because of 
you guy~: Hom '.>aid. ·we were excited and we 
thought you would be." 
Hom highlighted what she has found to be 
the dining concerns among students, such as the 
Triad being closed and too few salad bar and 
fruit options. 
Seth Berry, a senior theater arts major, lives 
in the Triad and said that be was upset that he 
can no longer dine there and cannot find many 
healthy opuons. 
''Personally, I would have tried to move off 
campus if 1 would have known these changes 
were going to be made," he said 
Overall, the biggest concern was the Jack of 
meal variety in the residence halls and having to 
See VARIETY Page 2 
ayle: Clinton will be impeached, evidence strong 
Vice President Dan 
President Bill Clinton 
will be impeached within 
weeks. 
said the evidence against 
admitted to an ·~ 
-om11q,· ·" with former 
White House intern Monica 
Lewinsky who lied about her rela-
tionship wit11 Clituou WBkr oath, is 
strong enough for an impeachment 
''Clearly the impeachment 
process must begin." Quayle said. 
"From the infonnation I have as we 
speak, there is evidence crimes were 
committed." 
Quayle spoke at Stix Restaurln 
in Oiarleston Thur.;day in suppon of 
Rep. Dale Righter, R-Mattoon. for 
state Represemntive of I.he 106th dis-
trict He also spoke of the current sit-
uation facing the president 
"If the evidence is (against him) 
as many think, hopefully Clinton will 
put the country's interests ahead of 
his own and resign," Quayle said. 
"We're talking about aiminal activi-
ties - crimes." 
Quayle said Clinton's nationally 
teleY!sed apology following a grand 
jury inquiry does not change the fact 
that he was involved in criminal acts 
and that he should be punished for 
them. 
'There are consequences for 
behaviors," he said. "You can apolo-
gii.e. tba's fine, but there arc (still) 
consequences for that. 
"What kind of message would we 
send if we said it's OK to commit 
perjury, to commit crimes," he 
added. "Even presidents and vice 
presidents are not above the law." 
Quayle said Clinton's perjury 
about his relationship with Lewimky 
See 9111.YE Page 2 
2A 
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News 
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Pemberton 
from Page 1 
"I think it's still being debated," 
said Lou Hencken, vice president for 
student affairs. ''l don't think the final 
decision has been made." 
Hencken said the switch to the 
89-year-old residence hall is being 
considered because the number of 
honors srudents exceed McKinney 
Hall's capacity. Some honor.; stu-
dents are living in Ford Hall this year 
because McKinney is full. 
'The honors program has out-
grown McKinney. The idea is to 
move it to a building that is a little 
larger," Hencken said. 
Lasky stated ~veral other advan-
tages in his letter including a location 
close to the Honor-; office. the library 
and textbook rental. 
"Raising money for Hooors stu-
dent scholarships. study abroad 
underwriting, as well as a host of 
undertakings that benefit honors stu-
dents and help pay for honon; classes 
enrichment will be made much easi-
er with Pemberton Hall designated as 
Attack 
from Pagel 
The victim was able to push her 
attackers away and run to her res-
idence where her roommate called 
police. said Lt. Rick Fisher of the 
Charleston Police Deparunent. 
When the police arrived. the 
victim indicated the men ma} 
have followed her home. but \\hen 
officers checked the area, they 
were unable to find anyone, a 
police report stated. 
The victim said she did not 
Quayle 
from Pagel 
has not only affected the United 
States, but other countries as well. 
"It's devastating, it's tragic," he 
said. "People around the world are 
going to say 'Why should we trust 
Bill Clinton if the American people 
don't trust him?"' 
Quayle said that 70 to 75 percent 
of people in this country don't trust 
President Clinton. 
He said he is confident 
Republicans will be elected to office 
and that Clinton's impeachment 
process will get under way soon. 
'The boxes of shame have 
arrived on Capitol Hill," Quayle 
said "And the Congress will deal 
with this in a bipartisan way." 
Quayle, a long-time Republican. 
has been supporting Republican 
officials all over the country, inchxl-
ing Righter. 
He stressed that present-day 
leadership is poor and that people 
need to elect Republicans and their 
values into office. 
Quayle said it is a possibility that 
be may run for President in the 
upcoming election. 
"It's likely, but I won't make a 
final decision until next year," he 
said 
Quayle said he is presently 
focusing on the 1998 elections and 
busy helping other Republican offi-
cials. 
"Considering what's going on in 
our capital today. we need (X.'Oplc of 
integrity to serve in our public life." 
he added 
Quayle said republicans \I.ill win 
in the elections becau~ they have a 
positive, conservative agenda. 
Helping families by lowering 
taxes, improving education and low-
~44'4 
Friday, September 11, 1998 
the Honors residence hall," Lasky 
stated in the letter. 
If the change takes place, signifi-
cam changes arc being planned. In 
the letter Lasky staled that office 
space will be a..signed to honors fac-
ulty in Pemberton, classrooms and 
meeting spaces will also be made in 
Pemberton. 
Hencken said fund-raising will be 
conducted to renovate the dining ser-
vice. lobby and lounge of the resi-
dence hall. The second and third 
floors of the older section of the ball 
will also be fixed with fund-; from the 
housing department, Hencken said 
The small room located off the main 
lounge of the hall may be converted 
into an honors clai;sroom, he said 
Many of the 215 female residents 
who currently rc.'iclc in Pemberton 
Hall said making the residence hall 
co-ed would ruin a long-standing tra-
dition. 
"I think (the administration is) 
ignoring a lot of traditions since it's 
been an all-female dorm for 90 
years," said Jamie Brown. president 
of the Pemberton hall council. 
Tara Bybee, a Pemberton resident 
assistant and junior pre-med major, 
know either of her attackers, the 
police report stated. She told 
police the man who approached 
her from behind had dark hair and 
a red shirt but was unable to give a 
description of the other attacker. a 
police report said. 
Fisher said he believed this was 
an isolated incident. 
"There was no indication in the 
report once the initial contact was 
met with some resistance they did-
n't pursue it," Fisher :.aid. 
Fisher said there was nothing in 
the report to indicate the attack 
was alcohol-related, "although 
when your out at 2:30 a.m. you 
,, ____ _ 
The boxes of shame have 
arrived on Capitol Hill. And 
the Congress will deal with 
this in a bipartisan way. 
Dan Quayle, 
former vice-president 
_____ ,, 
ering property taxes are things 
Quayle saessed in the agenda. 
Quayle suggested lowering taxes 
to help families make their dollars 
stretch farther. 
"One of the things we can do is 
lower taxes, keep taxes down, and 
that gives people the freedom to 
spend their hard-earned money," be 
said 
He said supporting schools is 
vital to providing a quality education 
for students and that teachers need to 
show ~ respect and responsibili-
ty for students. 
' 'We want to support our teachers 
and principals," Quayle said ''But 
respect and responsibility is not just 
the role of teachers, but the role of 
families as well." 
Quayle also said that the banish-
ment of drugs from the country may 
not be an unrealistic goal. contrary 
to popular belief. 
"What's wrong with having a 
goal like a drug-free America.'' he 
said. "ls anybody going to argue 
with me that that's a bad goal'? This 
should be a national priority. but you 
have an administration that has 
turned its back on the drug prob-
lem." 
Qua} IC said \\c need people like 
Righter in office and we need people 
who will make an cffon to ensure 
our freedom. which he believes to 
be at risk. 
said honors students already get extra 
privileges by registering early and 
she does not think it is fair that they 
can move into Pemberton Hall. 
"I don't think it should become 
co-ed. It's the olde::it female doan," 
said Jelitia Mccorkle, a freshman 
computer management major. "If 
you w.mt to Ii ve in a co-ed doan, go 
somewhere else. Don't change this 
one.'' 
Ana Kuhlmann. a junior speech 
communications major. said the stu-
dents did not get a chance to vote on 
the change. 
"I'm totally against it. (Honors 
students) don't want to move here 
and we don't want to move out I 
don't remember them giving us a 
chance to vote on it." Kuhlmann 
said. 
One Pemberton resident suggest-
ed the residence hall be used as an 
all-female honors residence ball to 
keep the history of the building. 
"I'm not really opposed ro it. It 
would be nice if it was a female hon-
ors donn just to keep it the oldest 
female donn in the state," said Sarah 
Shelton a senior special education 
major. 
can draw your own conclusions," 
he said. 
The third shift police officers, 
who work from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., 
are aware of the incident and arc 
trying to gi vc the more heavily 
traveled areas more patrol, Fisher 
said. 
"We are still talking with the 
\\Omen, so far we have not identi-
fied any suspects," Fisher said. 
Fi~her ad\ ise'> women not to 
tra\ cl alone and stay on the main 
c;treets. 
"It seem!> to be women travel-
ing alone late at night will be con-
fronted," Fisher said. 
Variety 
from Pagel 
walk to eat something different 
"Please, for God's sake give us 
something other than chicken," said 
Erin O'Brien, a senior computer 
management major who lives in 
Taylor Hall, drawing laughter from 
the crowd. 
Randi Morris, a senior English 
and theater major who lives in 
Stevenson Hall. said: "We like hav-
ing the take-out, but we don't like 
having the same thing evecy day." 
Morris also said she would like 
to see brunch return to Stevenson 
on Saturdays and Sundays. 
Hom explained there were not 
enough students eating brunch in 
the residence halls on the week-
ends. 
''The reason we have closed 
down some of those places on the 
weekend is shea numbers," she 
said "We looked at what our nwn-
bers were campus-wide. Usually 
our numbers were only I.SOO." 
Another concern students 
voiced was that they cannot use 
their meal plan at their discretion. 
Hom said that will be changed as 
early as the end of September. 
Other changes have already 
been made such as a salad bar 
added to Stevenson. One of the din-
ing hall a'>Sistant directors said veg-
etarian student.. can call their dining 
center ahead of time before they cat 
and have a vegetarian meal waiting 
for lhcm. 
"Some changes will be quick 
and easy,'' Hom said. "Others \\ill 
take longer:· 
Although recycling is an issue. 
the intent is to eventually have take-
out food in all of the residenc.e halls. 
Some of the students said they 
Lasky. Hencken and the 
of housing, Bill Schnackel, 
with honors students and 
residents to discuss the c 
"We probably are a good 
month.c; away from making 
sion of co-ed or not co-ed," 
said. 
He stressed that "no 
currently lives in Pembera 
would be forced to leave." 
said the crano;ition would 
take about three years 
does not expect many 
denLo; to move. 
Hencken said when 
Hall was designated as the 
donn about seven or eight y 
the transition took about three 
Lasky ac;kcd the honors 
in the letter: '1lie real qu · 
we embrace this op 
make the most of it. or do we 
away by hesitating and 
gue;sing our administration. 
"(The administration) · 
is going to be best for honor 
in the future," Brown said 
they are moving two groups 
pie out of their homes. I 
able to live here." 
If women walking late 
stay on the main streets 
a better opportunity to 
police officers and other 
ans." Fisher said. 
Suspects in cases like 
not like to have anyone in 
Fisher said. 
If a woman is at 
should make as mush 
pos~iblc to draw attention 
self. Fisher said. 
The Charleston 
instance is one too many, 
said . .. 
were very thankful ro 
opportunity to give their 
"I really do think it was 
said Morris. "(Hom) really 
and that was very 
Bill Gruen, a senior 
major would have liked ID 
come out of the forum, 
isfied overall. 
" I think it was helpful, 
to an extent because 
weren't as apt to give 
Gruen said '7here wm 
complaints and not 
tions." 
Hom was very 
way the forum went 
"I think tonight 
Hom said '"There were 
pie who got a little 
maybe because it's c 
heart. .... 
Anyone wishing to 
gcsLiOn!'> is free co e-mail 
tant directors of the 
dining centers: Susan 
Taylor Hall. cssdw@ 
Anne Parkins of Ste 
csah@uxl.eiu.edu: S 
of Carman 
cssde@ux I .eiu.edu; 
Robinson of 
~@uxl.eiu.edu. 
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erload causes slow system Tuition hike 
proposal to be 
modified after 
voted down 
d catalog only 
'on for students 
een 10 and 6 
ByAmfThon 
Campus editor 
Library's new cataloging system 
ibe used between the hours of 10 a.m. 
because of university networking 
new system, Illinet Online, was 
Aug. 18 after several years of 
"on, said John Whisler. Booth 
pofessor. 
old system was not year 2000 com-
and it was due to die very soon," 
said. 
said the problems with the new 
are the result of an overused univer-
ork. 
are problems. Most of the prob-
not "'ith the system. We are essen-
in the water between I 0 in 1he 
and 6 at night. This is a problem 
really hit us right lx!twcen the eyes," 
said. 
S81d university officials have not told 
lhe problem will be corrected; no 
ae being made to upgrade the con-
technology in the library because 
ations are scheduled to begin soon. 
the system problem' are corrected, 
said the system will be an improve-
the old system. 
· it's going to work pretty good. 
pleased with what I see," Whisler 
said the new system has been year 
compatible since 1974 and problems 
old system would have begun by 
1999. 
old system, which was installed on 
1984 had very old programs on it 
difficult to support, Whisler said. 
needed to move to a more modem 
ing environment.," Whisler said. 
new system provides greater Oexi-
for searching keywords and exact 
as well as previously unsearchable 
ci the catalog record For example, 
said exact songs on compact disks 
story titles in a collection are 
Kristen Culp \ staff photographer 
Natalie Davidson and Linda Gilbert, elementary education majors. look up books for a 
class Tuesday afternoon in the Booth Library using the card catalog. Students have had 
to use the old catalog for the past week while the library is setting up the new system. 
searchable. Whisler said. "I think they will quickly 
"I think the enhanced search features are catch on to how it works and like it just 
very nice. Infoanation is in the catalog that fine." 
we could never access before." Whisler Students can access the catalog from the 
said. "That will make things like collections Internet at http://pac.ilcso.uiuc.edu. 
of poetry or short story stories much easier "People can use the web but they need to 
for students to retrieve." realize there are 1l few features it doesn't 
Other advantages include the ability for support yet.," Whisler said. 
students to renew items from the computer, 1be university pays the same approxi-
reserve materials and access a list of the mate amount for the new system as for the 
items checked out old and Whisler said it is a "tremendous 
Whisler said the students are adapting deal." 
well to the new system. Forty-four other member libraries also 
"It seems to me the system is self-evi- belong to Illinet Online and Eastern students 
dent; the screens are laid out very well." also can search these catalogs. 
By Joe Sanner 
Student government edrtor 
Eastern ·s administr"ation is revamping its pro-
posal to increase tuition by 2.5 percem after 
Student Senate members voted their last one 
down. 
Senate members voted 9-11 against a 2.5 per-
cent tuition increase and a charge of $93 for each 
semester hour taken over 16. 
'The administration is trying to work on some 
new ideas," said Erinn McFadden, tuition and 
review committee chair. 'They're going to talk 
about it at the executive board meeting Monday 
and bring it to the Senate Wednesday, hopefully:· 
Tuition is required to increase between 2.5 and 
7.5 pe~ent every year to keep up with inflation. 
"It's in the bylaws that it has to go up:· 
McFadden said. "So there will just be a new pro-
po!>al." 
Lou Hencken, vice president for student 
affai~. said there is a President's Council meeting 
next Wednesday and a new proposal will be dis-
cu~sed. 
'There's a couple ideas, but as far as saying 
we have a concrete plan. we don't,'' Hencken 
said. "It"s too premature to talk about it. We want 
to look at our needs and we sort of go from 
there.'· 
He said he has already heard a few new ideas. 
'There's a couple different ideas floating out 
there." he said. "We want to get a plan that every-
one can live with, one that will be acceptable to 
students and meet the needs of the university." 
Hencken said the university needs extra rev-
enue to create more classes. 
"I think we have a need to get some more 
classes for lower-level srudents," he said 
At Wednesday's meeting, senate members 
expressed their concerns about voting down the 
tuition and fee increase proposal 
·· Senate member Bill Gruen submitted a reso-
lution that said: " ... The Student Senate made a 
valid attempt to educate the student body on the 
advantages of the proposed tuition increase ... and 
it has been made obvious that the student body 
does not agree with the tuition increase pro-
posed ... therefore, the Student Senate voted 
accordingly." 
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0 e • I found out the hard way. air is cooled by chilled It was the first day of which moves through RI n Ion ~lasses an~.I was finish- f~rent buildings in un mg a nutnuous lunch of pipes. french fries and hamburgers at " There This particular brand of Page the McDonalds in the Martin is a method conditioning is cheaper Luther King Jr. University installing units in every 
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Educate 
to recycle 
P lastic needs to be recycled on Eastern's campus. With the recent installment of several Pepsi machines comes the abun-dance of plastic that will ultimately collect 
as trash if not recycled. 
The sources of this abundant plastic include the 
new Pepsi bottles, lids from cups and the one-use 
utensils available at the Thomas and Stevenson 
Dining halls. 
This overabundance of plastic is beginning to 
appear at about the same time Eastern officials rec-
ognized Eastern fell 2 percent short of its recycling 
goal last year. But fear not, the university is work-
Recycling plastic 
Eastern needs to start recycling 
plastic to meet its recycling 
goal by informing and motivat-
ing the campus community. 
ing diligently to soon 
surpass the state-man-
dated goal of recycling 
40 percent of its total 
waste produced by its 
inhabitants. 
. Allan Rathe, 
Eastern's recycling coor-
dinator. said money and student participation are 
the two biggest concerns when il comes to meeting 
the goal. 
Recycling in effect is a revolving-door process. 
Students use the material, put it in the recycling bin. 
the recyclables are then sold to recycling facilities 
and the money raised is U1en put back into the recy-
cling program. 
If more recycling takes place, more money gets 
raised and emphasis can then be placed on making 
Eastern students more aware. Rathe said he believes 
that if more freshmen understood the recycling pro-
gram better, the state-mandated goal would be met 
A surefire way to gel the message to students is 
to take some of the income from the recycled alu-
minum (and soon maybe plastic), and coordinate a 
quick seminar to be included in the semiannual new 
student orientation programs. Show the video that is 
available to any campus organization that wants 
more infonnation on the recycling program and 
stress to them that the university is only 2.55 per-
cent away from its goal. Inform and motivate these 
people and F.astem will have Old Main filled to the 
very top of the tower with recyclable materials. 
• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Dally 
Eastern News. 
Today's quote 
Anything that is given can be at once taken away. 
We have to learn never to expect anything, and 
when it comes it's no more than a gift on loan. 
John McGahern, 
novelist, born in 1935 
Union. The line was out the to their ing. The latest phase of 
door and the food service could Brett K madness:' project is to install si · 
hardJy be described as "fast"; oppen conditioning in Lincoln 
therefore, I was substantially Columnist Douglas halls, as well as 
tardy for my noon class in Gregg Triad and Lantz 
Coleman Hall. Gymnasium. This s 
Since McDonald's is closest to the McAfee spent preparing the rooms in Lincoln and Douglas 
Gymnasium exit of the union, I thought I would be clever for the air conditioning. Weidner said this was do 
and depart through the exit that was closest and maybe so the halls would be completed by the time stu 
cut into my inevitable tardiness. returned in the fall. 
When I left the Union, I discovered what probably all Which brings us back to the man.made crevice 
the students on campus know by now: Construction crews smack in the middJe of campus. ln this ditch, co 
had tom apart a rather large strip of land starting at the workers are laying down pipes for the water to run 
Recreation Center and ending about where the overpass of Lincoln and Douglas balls. 
the Union begins. The sidewalk that used to run by McAfee Gymnasium is a situation a little difii 
McAfee Gymnasium, the Gregg Triad and Booth Library Weidner said the rusted steel beneath the bricks is 
had been cut off. structural damage to the building. The constructioo 
I backtracked through the Union and made my class, are fixing the rusted steel, along with various w· 
but more importantly I couldn't help but wonder what, and walls, to prevent damage from water in the 
other than a big mess, the crews were trying to accom- Students annoyed by the busy activity can take 
plish and maybe most importantly, why were they doing it the construction in the Library Quad should be 
now? November and the result will be more comfortable 
In addition to the huge canyon in front of Booth in Lincoln and Douglas halls and eventually, the 
Library, I also noticed McAfee Gymnasium was undergo- Triad. McAfee Gymnasium should have been do 
ing a facelift of sorts, as steel fences closed off parts of now, but delays in planning now indicate comp! · 
the building and construction workers made repairs to the December. 
bricks in the outer walls. So take heart fellow students; the administrati 
Once again, I wondered why now? It would make a lot arbitrarily digging up spots around campus for 
more sense if these repairs were done over the summer. is a method to their madness. 
when most of the students were gone, than in late August Incidentally, for seniors - like myself - this · 
when all the students were back and campus was all con- last bit of construction we will likely see in our 
gested. but freshmen, sophomores and juniors should be 
As it turns out, Ted Weidner, director of facilities plan- that this construction is only the beginning. In the 
ning and management explained to me that the construe- few years, renovations will be made to Booth Li 
tion in the Library Quad is just one of many different ren- along with the Fine Arts, Life Science and Physi 
ovations that have been occurring at Eastern Illinois since Science buildings in addition to several other pro· 
the summer of 1997. now being considered. Better wear a hardhat to c 
Weidner said that summer, as part of the Residence 
Hall Comfort Improvements project, air conditioning was 
installed in the Life Science Building, Buzzard Hall and 
the Fine Arts Building, as well as in Booth Library. The 
• Brett Koppen is a senior journalism major and a b. 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail add 
cubk3@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are Ul~_gpinion of the 
Responsible drinking: 
more than one meaning 
I have some comments that I 
have to express concerning the arti-
cle on responsible drinking. 
First, it's great that you want to 
teach the students how to drink bet-
ter but the truth is that they will and 
always will drink whatever they 
want. 
Second, it's sad that 45 people in 
the area got arrested under the influ-
ence of alcohol because it makes the 
rest of us who either don't drink or 
drink in moderation look bad. 
Thirdly, it's great that you report 
this because people who do want to 
Your tum 
Letters to the editor 
learn about this topic can not go 
somewhere to learn about it. 
These are just three things that I 
wanted to get off my chest. 
Please listen when I say that it's 
great how you report and get the 
news out to every one. 
You run a great newspaper. 
issues. 
They should be less than 
words and include the au 
telephone number and 
Students should indicate 
school and major. Faculty, 
tration and staff should · 
position and department 
whose authors cannot be 
not be printed. 
Depending on space 
we may have to edit your 
keep it as concise as 
Friday, September 11 , 1998 
onsulting firm establishes tentative 
eline for campus project planning 
f 
By Tammie Sloup 
Administration editor 
way to attempt this is 10 raise funds 
through major donors. The llM of Zorro P013 
Dally 7:30 Sit Sun lie 2:00 
SA 
includes a "strategic allocation 
proce.ss" in which the furn will 
detennine locations on campus that 
would benefit from additional 
space. 
Morgan Olsen, ,Jc president 
for business affairs and member of 
the campus master planning com-
mittee, said the finn wa-; hired to 
"establish a blueprint for the uni-
versity's future." 
Johnson said parking is a very 
important issue on campus and 
explained that he is aware of the sit-
uation and would like parking 
improvements to be done in accor-
dance with the campus lllai.ter plan. 
How fl[[ ILEFlll en Popcorn (J Drualu: 
consulting finn hired to 
in developing Eastem's 
Master Plan will engage in 
base planning." 
planning process includes 
basic steps: vision, analysis, 
· and implementation. 
Conroy, a representative 
Sizemore, Aoyd and Conroy, 
Thursday to campus commu-
members regarding the firm's 
e and the process in 
the firm will assist with 
ing Eastem's Campus 
Plan. 
y said analyzing campus 
and comparing it to peer 
•m·oos is one of the first steps 
will take in developing a 
are no recommendations 
no solutions right now," he 
first step of their process, 
will entail visualizing the 
as a whole and studying the 
t of people on campus. 
t. the firm will analyze sight 
building conditions and draft a 
checklist regarding the 
of the campus. 
• analysis procedure also 
Conroy said the finn wants to 
develop "space standards to estab-
lish a benchmark." Th.is also would 
be the most time consuming step, 
he said 
The planning process involves 
the actual physical planning and 
this will begin in early December. 
he said. The furn will detennine if 
buildings are properly designed for 
renovation or addition changes and 
develop campus circulation pat-
terns at this time. 
Conroy said implementation 
involves certain "guiding princi-
ples." 
"We want to create an environ-
ment that is cohesive," he said. 
The products Conroy said be 
wants to leave Eastern with 
include: 
* linked functional/facilities capital 
plan. 
• long-range capital project plan. 
• day-to-day plan. 
• administration/governing moni-
toring tool. 
• retention/marketing tool. 
'This is a five to 10 to 15 year 
phase," Conroy said. "The imple-
mentation will be in steps . ., 
Only at ZORBAS! 
SUPER. GREEK SALAD 
Spaghetti Special 
Crispy Garden Salad, f:!I Garlic Bread 
~v·~ ONLY 
Fresh&.,} $2.99 WOW! 
Chicken E&SPlant Parmesean 
wings _f ov$&rsS:-§'gm 
~,._,.r 
' 348·80SS Ddfvery until 4 am 
Olsen said he hopes the firm 
meets the needs of the campus, 
anticipates future needs, enhances 
university life, support-; the univer-
sity mission and detennines poli-
cies, standards and plans for future 
development 
Tom Johnson, member of 
Eastem's Board of Trustees and 
chair of the Campus Master 
Planning Committee, said the cam-
pus needs are different than the last 
master plan that was developed 10 
years ago. 
Johnson said there are three 
"pores" on campus: Academic, 
housing and recreation pores. He 
said the efforts of the committee 
and consulting finn will focus on 
the academic pore. 
"Vutually every building needs 
work." he said. 
The Physical, Life and Fine Arts 
Buildings will be the first exam-
ined. Johnson said. Some issues 
include whether to expand the 
building or construct a new build-
ing. 
Johnson said the university must 
"supplement limited funds." One 
He explained the three Garfield 
Street parking lots would probably 
be taken out because of the Booth 
Library renovation and he believes 
the lots would be turned into the 
assembly section for the renova-
tion. 
There also is a chance the 
Fourth Street parking lots will be 
taken out if the street is widened. he 
said 
Some of the issues that will be 
taken into consideration include 
whether there should be more 
"greenery or asphalt," the number 
of transfer students and number of 
visitors that need to park. 
A new Student Services build-
ing is also a project the committee 
and fum are discussing 
"You already have one, built in 
1924, and it is primarily stairways," 
Johnson said. "(Student services') 
functions are spread out over the 
campus. (The university) must con-
vince legislature to allocate funds 
in order for the building to hold all 
the infonnation." 
DO YOU KNOW WHAT 
RURAL l<ING CARRIES? 
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Cross Country team's take off for Bradley 
By Todd Schreiber 
Staff writer 
Mcinerney said. Chad Bauer and junior Jason Bialka, the rest 
the team is mostly underclassmen. Mel 
is impressed with his team's enthusiasm. 
The Ea!;tcm cross country team .. will partic-
ipah! in their second meeL' of the sea<;on Friday 
at Bradley University. 
Nazarene. Western Illinois, 
University of Wisconsin-Green 
Bay and Milwaukee. The Lady 
Panthers will compete against all 
nf these teams in addition to 
Nonhem Illinois and University 
of St. rraocis. 
Bradley's women's team is also going to be 
tough, according to Mclncmcy. Wonying about 
the opponents is not the main focus of the meet 
he said. 
'The main focus is to take care of )Ollnielf." 
"'The young guys are really getting after 
practice.'' he said 
The team~ are looking to parlay the 
rum from la'it \\eek's pcrfonnance into a 
sbo\\ing this y,cckend. John Although F.a.stem won both 
Mclnemcy said. "You can't stop other team~ ... The men's and women's teams are coming 
off first and second place finishes respccthely 
la,t \'.eekend at the Waba.<>h Rclays. TI1is "eek's 
meet will have more teams and competition for 
Eac;tem than last week's. according to coach 
John Mcinerney. 
Mcinerney the men\ and women's C\cnts Panther cross • - · 
country coach la..,t sca'iOn m this event, 
Mclnemcy said that it wouldn't 
be as easy for the team this season. There are 
some team.. that did not compete last season 
who will pose a threat to F.astem. 
The Lady Panthers are a little banged up 
going into this weekend Senior Sue Langer has 
been suffering from minor tendinitis this \'.eek 
and Sophomore Erika Coull-Parent)' had a bout 
with the flu. Mcinerney said the two should be 
ready for the weekend 
"We were expected to do well 
(Wabash);' Mcinerney said, 'Thal was a 
opener for u. ..... 
The men's team will be competing again<>t 
the host Braves, Evansville, Greenville 
University, University of Illinois-Chicago. 
Indiana State. Monmouth College, Olivet 
"Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Indiana State 
are going to be strong on both sides of the r.ice." 
Mcinerney is hoping I.hat the team chemistry 
on his men's squad will be able to take them 
pa ... t their Jack of experience. E.iccept for Senior 
Mcinerney feels that in order to do well 
week. the teams will have to step up their 
fonnance. 
'They know they need to step up, and 
there is nothing to be cock} about," he said. 
_sport~ 
Intramural trapshoot 
cancelled for fall 
Unfonunately. due to re\t-
sion ... of safety 
precautions/waiver forms. intra-
mural 1rapshooting will not be 
available this fall. 
This event was scheduled for 
Sept. 14-18. 
Please contact Kevin Linker 
at 581-7000 if you have any 
questions concerning this mat-
ter. 
Fearless 
from Page8A 
St. Joseph's game helped Lee 
achieve his 12 tackles. 
"Andy had fresh legs because 
before the St Joseph's game he was 
hurt and didn't practice,'' he said. 
But this weekend is a totally dif-
ferent team, as the Panthers will 
travel to Orlando to face Division I 
Central Florida and Heisman 
Trophy hopeful Daunte Culpepper. 
'The difference is like night and 
day, their (Central Florida's) offen-
sive line has awesome size and are 
very athletic," Spoo said. 
Lee does not expect the same 
type of perfonnance because of the 
type team Central Florida is. 
"Central Florida is a team that 
passes the ball a lot, so I might have 
some chances to get a lot of sacks 
and hurries," Lee said. 
This is the same Knight team 
that put up 64 points in their open-
ing-season win over Louisiana 
Tech. 
Lee does have some respect for 
Culpepper. the leader of the 
offense. He is even slightly intimi-
dated by him. But he is definitely 
not scared of the Heisman hopeful. 
Happy B-clay Les 
To the best 
friend, room-
mate, & ballerina 
ever! 
Kerry Wood out 7-10 days 
CHICAGO (AP) - Kerry 
Wood. whose strong rookie sea-
son has included a record-tying 
20-strikeout game. will be side-
lined 7-10 days because of a 
sprained ligament in his right 
elbow. 
An MRI Thursday revealed the 
sprain of the ulnar collateral liga-
ment. Team physician Dr. Michael 
Schafer recommended thnt Wood 
not be allowed to throw off a 
mound for at leas I a ''eek. 
Wood's loss b a major one for 
the Cubs as they race the New 
York Mets and San Francisco 
Giants for the NL wild-card spot. 
Chicago was tied with New 
York entering Thursday. 
Wood is 13-6 with a 3.40 ERA 
and is second in the NL with 233 
strikeouts. The 21-year-old 
"He's human like everybody 
else," he said. "He puts his pads on 
like everybody else does." 
Lee said Eastern has that same 
type of attitude going into the 
"money game" against the Knights. 
"You can never go in scared, 
because if you do that you've lost 
the game already," he said "Our 
defense has to do its best and our 
offense has to do its best I think 
we've got a good chance of win-
ning. We've beaten other Division 
I-A teams before." 
To get a chance to win, Lee said 
the Panther defense shouldn't be on 
the field for a long time. 
"We can't let their offense out 
there for a long time and our 
offense has to be out there for a 
long time," he said. "We have to 
shut down their pa-;s and their run." 
Eastern found it.self in the same 
situation last week that Central 
Florida finds it.self in this week. 
"In a football game anything can 
happen," Lee said. "That's what 
Spoo got so mad about last week. 
Before the game we were yak.king 
our mouth about how great we 
were and how St Joseph's didn't 
belong on the same field as us. This 
week the roles are reversed., Central 
Florida is probably saying the same 
stuff about us." 
missed his previous stan last 
Sunday and had already been 
scratched from Friday's start 
against Milwaukee. Now he will 
miss at least one more. 
"We· re going to throw and do 
some work just to get some 
strength back in it," Wood said 
Thursday. minutes before general 
manager Ed L) nch announced the 
findings of the MRI. 
"It's kind of like treating it as if 
you sprain your ankle. You got to 
work and get some strength back 
and gradually rebuild. Thar's what 
we are trying to do ... 
Wood played long toss in the 
outfield before Thursday's game. 
On Wednesday. when he tried 
throw off the mound in the 
bullpen, he had to stop after five 
pitches because of the discomfon. 
Merda 
from Page SA 
238 yards and two touchdowns 
against St Joseph's. While it's still 
extremely early, Odam is No. 10in1-
AA in pas.5 efficiency. 
"In my tenns, I wouldn't say I had 
a great game," Odam said. "But the 
fact that I came out and threw some 
touchdowns, that's the biggest part" 
He showed that he can throw 
under pressure and thread the needle 
when necessary. 
ln the second quarter of 
Thursday's win, Odam delivered the 
ball to a tightly covered Seth 
Wtllingham for a gain of 14 yards on 
a 3rd-and-7 play. laler in the game, 
Odam zipped the ball into anodler 
well- covered receiver, thi~ time Frank 
CUlolo for a 21-yard gain. 
But there was more where that 
came from In fourth quarter on a 3rd-
and-l 6 from Eastem's own 26-yard 
line, Nathan Kreke was the benefactor 
of a perfectly placed Odam throw for 
a first down. 
Granted, Odam's perfonnance 
was not MVP-worthy and was against 
a Division D team. And we can't for-
get he's going up agairnt a Knight 
team that bas the ability to put an end 
to Satw-day's game before the Panther 
there is something about 
Mother's, , , 
\L \(\~ ~~ 
LADIES Nm $ l AMAJlETl'os 
SPlCIALSll SOUR~ 
"so sour It will make 
I 
your butt pucker" c~ /;'I 
"Beer me up, buttercup.baby.._~~ i~ 
Jordan lawsuit underway 
CHICAGO (AP) - A towering 
figure in an impeccably tailored 
gray suit rose from the defense 
table in a crowded downtown 
courtroom 1lmrsday, and with a 
sheepish grin told prospective 
jurors seated I 0 feet away. 'Tm 
Michael Jordan." 
That obvious declaration 
spelled out the challenge facing 
attorneys handling a multimil-
lion-dollnr breach-of-contract 
lawsuit against the Bulls super-
star, alleging he reneged on a deal 
to star in an obscure 1991 basket-
ball film that flopped without 
him. 
Finding 12 people with impar-
tial feelings toward the biggest 
sports hero in Chicago history 
offense touches the ball. 
But accuracy under pressure is the 
same no mattec what the oppooem -
Division I-A, I-AA, Dor Ill 
For Odam it's all the same. Even if 
his Panthers are faced with going up 
against the best athlete an F.astem 
football team has ever seen. 
"A Division 1-A or Divisioo II 
(team), it doesn't matter to me," 
Odam said. "It just gives you more 
experience. Central Florida is a very 
good team. We' re going down to their 
place with 60,CXX> or so people there 
and it's going to get us prepared for 
the (Ohio Valley Conference). 
"It's not only going to help me, but 
the whole team" 
While much of the focus has been 
turned to Culpepper. Odam is doing 
ju.st the opposite. 
'Tm going to block all that out." 
he said 
Maybe not all of it - Odam real-
izes what an educational opportunity 
Saturday's game is. 
"I would like to talce something 
away from his game and put it into 
mire." he said 
It's a philosophy for all of the 
Panthers to cany into Orlando. 
That way, no matter what the out-
come - a 64-8 loss or 35-34 win -
many positives will come out of the 
game to build the rest of the season on. 
and arguably the greatest bas · 
ball star of all time "will be 
interesting challenge," plaintiffs 
attorney Dean Dickie said be~ 
entering the counroom. 
The 1993 lawsuit accu 
Jordan of backing out of 
Chicago-made film. "Hea~en is 
Playground" after signing a 1988 
contract guaranteeing 
$350,000 plus 5 percent of 
film's profits. 
Jordan was paid $50.000 
front but returned the money 
filed a counterclaim alleging 
the producers lied when they told 
him they had obtained tinanc· 
in the summer of 1989. 
filming was supposed to ha 
begun. 
Defense 
over a spot to right guard 
Tim .Waskow moves up to 
the right tackle position. 
'That's where we needed 
help,'' Spoo said. "It's one 
those moves we have to wait 
see if it will make us s 
offensively. We have to nm 
ball and shonen the field. 
"Regardless of what hap 
think we will be an im 
team," he said. 
" It will tell us about 
ers but down the road, (it 
us) how to approach some 
throwing teams." 
• Notes: The last time 
faced a 1-A opponent resul 
28-20 win at Western Michl 
open the 1996 season ... 
Panthers will face Central 
once again next year when 
travel to Orlando on the 
day of October ... 
defense is currently ranked 
in I-AA in total defense and 
11 in scoring defense "" 
Panthers are currently 
22 in the Sports Network 
poll. 
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lleyball team opens conference action 
tern travels 
entucky 
two matches 
By Kyle Bauer 
Staff writer 
conference scac;on is finally 
us. The Panther volleyball 
will open up Ohio Valley 
nee play as they travel to 
ky to take on Eastern 
and Morehead State. 
Saturday. Eastern will face 
S Ea.stem Kentucky team that 
ly struggled through the 
part of the season. Fust -
coach Lori Duncan is try· 
tum around last season's 3-29 
have beat Western Illinois 
it this season while losing 
uri and Valparaiso. 
ola is led by senior Melissa 
e and freshman Lauren 
r. 
kerle has three goals and an 
on the si:ason while Danner 
two of her own against 
t. 
ola head coach Brendan Eitz 
his team will be ready for 
Sunday. 
e are expecting a competitive 
similar to la<>t year," Eit.z 
effort. 
To further complicate Duncan's 
problems, this year's team is very 
inexperienced. 
"Because of the coaching 
changes there was no recruiting 
cla'is for 1998. We have a lot of 
walk-ons." Duncan said. "We have 
eight kids that start. four are fresh-
man and the other four are sopho-
mores:· 
In the opening weekend of OVC 
competition. Duncan is anxious to 
see what her players can do. 
"This will be a great test for us 
because we don't l'llow where we 
stack up in the OVC," Duncan said. 
"We start off right off the bat with a 
good team." 
Panther head coach Betty 
Rabton recognizes EKU's prob-
lems and also knows you cannot 
take any conference opponent light-
said. 
"We do have a couple of new 
players that we think will help us. 
Offense will probably dominate the 
match. We are definitely expecting 
a win Sunday." 
Last season Eastern beat Loyola 
3-2 in a double overtime match. 
Head coach Steve Ballard hopes 
the contest will not be that close 
this year. 
"I hope that we come out with a 
different attitude than we did 
against Tennessee Tech:· Ballard 
said. 
"But, I'm confident that if v.e 
play to our ability and level that v.c 
can get back to playing the kind of 
soccer we arc capable of and come 
away with a win." 
,, _ _ __ _ 
"We are looking to come out 
of the weekend with a 
sweep. In order to win the 
conference you have to come 
up with some sweeps on the 
road. 
Betty Ralston, 
Panther volleyball coach 
_____ ,, 
ly. 
'They only have four players 
returning and they have a new 
coach.'. Ralston said. 'They were 
really down last year. ll will take 
Lori a while to rebuild. But since 
they are in our conference we can't 
overlook them. Of the two games 
this weekend, this should be the 
Men 
from Page8A 
McClements said. 
The Panther's opponent on 
Sunday had a tough run in 1997. 
going 2-12-3. but are returning 
eight starters. 
EMU, has the toughest schcd-
u le facing Bradley (2-0-1 )on 
Saturday and, faces the undefeat-
ed Panthers the following day. 
"Obviously we have to play 
Bradley first, so we can' t look 
pa-.t them and ahead to 
Eastern," EMU coach Brian 
Tinnion said. 
"From what I have heard 
NEED AN HIV TEST? 
Anonymous Testin1 and Counseling 
is available at the Coles County Health O!partment (825 18th Strttt) 
and at Euttrn's Health Strvia after houn on Thursdays 
The ntw OWURE ttsting method is ustd (no blood draw required) 
Call tht Health Department to make in appointment for either mting sitt 
348-0530 / 158-0530 
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SATVRQA..Y 
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SATURDAY 2lil 
tit 
1£VEl£ND 101£11 
ILU£S BAND 
free blues show 
starts @ 1 Opm 
KITCHEN HOURS 
mon-thurs 7-11 pm 
frl 8.. satS- t t pm 
easier one." 
The second game of the week-
end will be Sunday a<; the Panthers 
wiU meet Morehead State. MSU 
will also be starting the season with 
a rookie coach, but things will be a 
little bit easier on him. 
Mike Swan inherit'\ a team that 
will return every player from last 
year's 17-14 sem>on. 
"We would like to think that 
experience is going to help us," 
Swan said. "We are hoping that it 
will pay off as the regular season 
opens.'' 
Two-time first-team All-OVC 
selection Lauren Mackey will be 
the main focus for opposing defens-
es this season. The junior is second 
on MSU's all-time kilb list and has 
become the fac;test Eagle to record 
1.000 kills, reaching the mark in her 
sophomore seac;on. 
Bradley is the favorite." 
"I am seven hours away, so I 
don't know much about Bradley 
except from coaches saying they 
are a good team.'' 
Eastern should match up well 
against EMU in the battle of the 
Panthers. as each team has 
played Wisconsin-Green Bay and 
won. 
Both teams won 1-0. but came 
about the results in tliffcrent 
manners. 
Eastern won on n penalty kick 
in overtime and EMU was victo-
rious in regulation. 
"We held on to defeat 
Wisconsin-Green Bay by the 
:.kin of our teeth sand (Eastern) 
won in overtimc.'' Tinnion said. 
[j.JiU w.eeliend at 
"Mackey is one of the premiere 
players in the conference," Ralston 
said. "Io volleyball, usually one 
person isn't going to win for you. 
We have to do an OK job on her 
and shut everyone else down." 
MSU is off to a 1-5 start to its 
season and is looking to the confer-
ence season to tum things around. 
"It has been frustrating that we 
let matches get away from us, but 
we will get new life with the con-
ference sea'ion beginning," Swan 
said. 
Eastern knows that this could 
prove to be a tough road trip, but 
are still hoping to come out on the 
positive end. 
"We are looking to come out of 
the weekend with a sweep. In order 
to win the conference you have to 
come up with some sweeps on the 
road," Ralston said. 
"It seems like we are even. 
but it will depend on who takes 
the harder toll in the first game. 
and it looks like we have a 
tougher first game against 
Bradley than (Eastern) has 
against UMKC." 
The final tournament game 
should be a defensive struggle. 
Eastern has scored three goals in 
its first two games, and EMU 
hasn't scored in its last two 
games. 
"Defensively we have done 
well in the first four games," 
Tinnion said. 
"We scored five goals in the 
first two games, but haven't 
scored any goals in the past two 
games.•· 
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Panthers battle Knights in Orland 
Chad Merda 
Managing editor 
Jeb Odam 
vs. the World 
The cover of the Central Florida media guide has quarterback and Heisman Trophy candi-
date Daunte Culpepper standing 
in the middle of the Citrus Bowl. 
His knees are parallel with 
the lights at the top of the stadi-
um - his head is in the clouds. 
Larger than life, indeed. 
It's proudly proclaimed 
''Daunte's World." 
On the other hand, Panther 
quarterllack Jeb Odam is not a 
Heisman Trophy candidate. He's 
nowhere to be found on the 
front. or back of the F..a.mn 
media guide - although there's a 
reference made to him on page 
three and his bio appears OD 
page 14. 
This is Culpeppcr's fourth 
year as the starting Knight quar-
tezback. For Jeb Odam, it's his 
second career start 
~ is coming oft' a clos-
er-than-it-should-have-been 24-7 
win over Division II St Joseph's. 
And what did Central Florida 
do? How about a 64-30 rout of 
Louisiana Tech. 
Odam is just concentrating on 
keeping it all in perspecuve. 
"I'm trying to stay focused.'' 
he said. "We're going down 
there with a game plan to win. 
We have a pretty good game 
plan and it's up to me ro deliver 
the ball:' 
But against Central Florida 
where the opposition is obvious-
ly bigger. faster and sttonger'? 
Early indication are I.hat the 
outlook for Odam in Orlando is 
not as grim as some would think. 
The rookie went 16-for-27 for 
See MERDA Page 6A 
Eastern defense has tough task vs. Reisman hopeful 
By Chad Merda 
Managing edttor 
Heading into Orlando against 
Central Florida. the game plan for 
Eastem's offense is not a very com-
plex one. 
Call it keep away. 
"Limiting their offensive oppor-
tunities is in our best interest,'' 
Panther head coach Bob Spoo said. 
"That's our plan; to control Lhe ball 
as much as we can. We don' t want to 
get into a shootout. We do not have 
that kind of skill." 
They don't have quarterback 
Daunte Culpepper either. 
Because of that, much of the 
focus has been turned to finding a 
way to shut down the explosive 
offense of Central Florida. The 
Knights tallied 560 yards of offense 
and put up 64 points in its win over 
Louisiana Tech last week. 
"(Culpepper's) such a great run 
lhreat, we need to have athletic tal-
ent on the field at all times," Spoo 
said. "We've got to have talent in the 
game that can also run." 
Eastern 's looking for much of 
that talent to come from the sec-
ondary: Steffan Nicholson, 
Kourtney Young, Antwan Perry and 
Jay Grodecki. 
"You're looking at those type of 
guys in the game," Spoo said. "But 
how much will depend on what kind 
of offensive foanations they run." 
Against SL Joseph's, defensive 
tackle Andy Lee led the team with 
13 tackles and anchored a line that 
baffled the Puma offense. Spoo 
knows its not going to be that easy 
this week. 
'The Central Florida offensive 
line is like ours was a few years ago; 
they have awesome size," Spoo said. 
"It remains to be seen how effective 
we're going to be:' 
Much of the effectiveness of a 
pass rush lies in the secondary. 
"We won't get enough of a pass 
rush with just the defensive line, so 
what that means is we're going to 
have to bring linebackers or defen-
sive backs up," Spoo said ... We have 
to try those things. 
'They're human too. They can't 
block everything, we hope." 
· Offensively, much of the focus is 
turned to tailback Justin Lynch if the 
Panthers are to win the time of pos-
session battle and limit Central 
Florida's scoring opportunities. 
Shaun Grace and Wayne Brown also 
look to factor into the equation. 
Right tackle Ryan Schuff moves 
See DEFENSE Page 6A 
Sophomore tackle has no fe 
Lee hopes to 
equal last week's 
13-tackle game 
MattWllson 
Sports editor 
The words fear or scared are 
not in the vocabulary of Panther 
sophomore defensive tackle Andy 
Lee. 
He showed that last Thursday 
in the Panthers' 
24-7 victory 
over St. Jos-
eph's. 
The defense 
was the so 
called "weak 
link" JO I.he Panther game. but it 
came out in the first quarter and 
held Sc. Joseph's to one total yard. 
Lee finished I.he game wilh 13 
tackles. 
"What 1 did was a great perfor-
mance and I praise God for il," 
Lee said. 
Panther head coach Bob Spoo 
said an injury before the 
See FEARLESS Page 6A 
Deanna Mcintyre I 
Sophomore Andy Lee looks forward to his chance to try to stop Central Florida quarterback Daunte Culpepper 
Panthers take on the Knights at 5 p.m. Saturday. Lee led the team with 13 tackles last Thursday in the se 
Women's soccer set for home opener ~ Panther men hit road 
~ 
First home game 
Sunday vs. Loyola 
By Chad Verbals 
Staff writer 
Women·s soccer will try to 
rebound from a loss last weekend 
at Tennessee Tech with two 
weekend games. The Panthers 
will travel to Western Illinois on 
Friday to face a frusi.rated 0-3 
Westerwind team. Then they will 
turn around to come back to 
Charleston and host Loyola on 
Sunday in their home opener. 
Game time for the Sunday 
game is 1 p.m. at Lakeside Field. 
Western Illinois is in the sec-
ond year of its women's soccer 
program and has yet to win a 
game. The Westerwinds were 0-
18 last season and are 0-3 this 
season. They have been 
outscored this season 10-1. Their 
closest game this year was 
againsl Loyola when they lost 3-
1. 
Although it have yet to win a 
game wru head coach Jennifer 
Daniels said she thinks her team 
is ready for Eastern. 
"We will definitely have an 
advantage by playing them 
(Eastern) at home," Daniels said. 
"This is our home opener and the 
girls still have something to 
prove, so they will be hungry for 
a win. lf things go as we have 
predicted them to go we think it 
will be a very close and competi-
tive game." 
Western is led by a group of 
young athletes. Freshman 
Amanda Wandtke will anchor the 
offense while sophomore Hayley 
Thoma<; will anchor the defense. 
Freshman Becky Brown scored 
the lone Westerwind goal this 
season while leading the team in 
shots on goal with five. 
The Loyola Ramblers are 2-2 
this season and will look to 
improve with a win over Eastern. 
Last year they finished 6-13 
overall. 
See HOllE Page 7 A 
! for Bradley Tournrune 
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By David Pump 
Associate sports editor 
~ The uphill climb to success con-
~ tinues for the men's soccer team as 
• on Saturday and Sunday they travel 
-! to Bradley to compete in the 
•• 
" Holiday Inn Centre Classic. 
: Eastern will have its first back-
,: 10-back games of the season, a 
,: challenge the Panthers haven't 
,: faced since the beginning of last 
• season at Northern Illinois. i ''We have to be fit," coach Tun 
McClemeots said. ''We try to siJn-~ ulate (endurance) in practice, but it 
~ is tough to do that back-to-back." 
The Panthers open up 
Missouri-Kansas City (2-2 
p.m.. Saturday and will close 
noon on Sunday against 
Michigan (2-2), but won't 
Peoria until I.he awards ce 
over later that evening . 
The opening match 
tough one for the Pan 
lost to the Kangaroos 2-0 
son. UMKC returns 10 
starters from last season · 
its top three scorers. 
"(UMKC) has a lot o 
and 1hey will ooly bC 
, sie .. Page 7A 
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The personal perspectives of Matt Fear: 
How I see it ... 
on the opposite sex, part II 
After writing my fast column, the amount of 
response I got was astounding I was informed that 
my last installment of wisdom resembled Chinese 
food m that it left the reader hungry for more. 
In fact, a very good fnend of mine who will 
remain nameless (Who am I trying to k1d? I have no 
friends) said to me that I needed to do a follow-up 
column on the issue of datrng So by popular 
demand, here are some more tips on how to meet 
and put up with the opposite sex. 
Actually there is nothing 1n the following column 
about meeting people; that was last week's column. 
In fact, I really don't think there will be anything 
about how to deal with the opposite sex either. I will, 
however, give some tips on what the opposite sex 
looks for in a suitable mate. 
What Men Want 
This is pretty basic. but I feel that It needs to be 
touched upon. We men are simple animals, as I have 
stated before. Basically men want one thing - atten-
tion. All we men really care about Is that women 
notice us. 
Think about it. Why would we subject ourselves to 
massive amounts of stress striving for buffness. It 
ain't for sake of health no matter what any guy says. 
It is to impress a member of the fairer sex. 
I personally think men get a bad rap when it 
comes to how they feel about women. All you ever 
hear is "Guys just want sex!" or "Men are such pigs," 
and while for the most part these statements are 
true, it needs to be said that men also think about 
food and beer. 
We don't JUST think about sex. There are a few 
sensitive guys out there. but they usually get left in 
the lurch by women because they're too busy going 
after Mr. Chauvinist Pig. I know that sounds a bit 
harsh, but the truth can hurt. 
Even men care about things. and we do have 
needs. WE DO! We need a woman who is supportive 
to our needs - a woman who can be sensitive 
enough to understand why we cry everytime we see 
the ending of "Terminator 2." You know ... when 
Arnold gives young John Connor the thumbs up as 
he is being dipped into the scalding hot metal. 
What Women Want 
OK. I admit I am not the most educated person on 
this subject. Sure I could just give you a whole lot of 
useless babble that I just made up off the top of my 
head, but that would be unfair to you, the reader. 
So instead, I have decided to pull a total stranger 
off the street and ask her what women want 
I found an unsuspecting woman named Shayla 
who iust happened to be walking though student 
pubhcat1ons at the t1mP. I was writmg the column, 
and inquired about the des1rns of the fairer sex Here 
were some of her key points· 
• Honesty. For some crazy unknown reason , 
Shayla said that truth was an important aspect to any 
relationship Who knew? 
• The abihty to cook 1s evidently a big plus as 
well. So guys, start making friends with Betty 
Crocker. 
• Women want a man who can ask directions -
especially if they get lost m bed. Hey, I didn't say it, 
she did. 
• The biggest thing that a woman looks for in a 
man, according to Shayla, is a sense of humor. I 
know it sounds corny, but that's life. 
I really could not get one thing that Shayla said 
out of my mind. I asked her what she personally 
looked for and she said "I want a man who is man 
enough to go out and have a few beers and still be 
able to sit through Mystic Pizza without complain-
ing." 
This struck me as odd because I don't think that 
there is a man alive that could sit through Mystic 
Pizza. let alone after a couple of beers. 
Shayla told me many other things about what 
women want, but unfortunately, she said they were 
top secret and I am one of the few men in existence 
to have that knowledge. Sorry guys, if I were to say 
anything she would kill me. Thanks, Shayla. for your 
time. 
Oh, by the way - how about you and me go out 
and have a few beers, then go to my place to watch 
Mystic Pizza and eat some homemade lasagna. 
Afterwards I could tell you a really funny story about 
the time I got lost and had to ask for directions. Call 
me! 
Well, that is it for the second part of my outlook 
on the opposite sex. Who knows, by next week all 
these things could no longer be true. If that is so; 
hell, it gives me an excuse to do another column on 
this same subject - but that is just how I see It. 
Disclaimer: Matt Fear is not a certified relationship 
counselor. He is only a college student that has not 
had a date in a very long time. His column is for 
entertainment purposes only, follow his advice at 
your own risk. You may send proposals of mar-
riage, nudie pictures and/or constructive criticism 
to mfear@hotmail.com. And remember always have 
your pets spayed or neutered. Have a nice day. 
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lo Fugee educates hip-hop listeners 
iseducation' uses lyrical gems and soulful R & B 
.,,adrian carson 
Staff writer 
have not scooped up a copy of 
iseducation of Lauryn Hill," you 
sleeping. Hill, dubbed the "Black 
Woman," provides us with some 
on another level with her self-
self-produced solo debut. 
ing Pras and Clef this outing, L-
e has taken a step beyond The 
17-million selling '96 album, "The 
"Miseducation." one of the year's 
anticipated hip-hop a lbums, actually 
s little rapping. 
more of a de lightful mixture of hip-
ul and R & B. All I can say is it's 
o all occasions. No matter how 
or what mood you're m. this CD 
s something for you. 
education" 1s set off nicely with 
Ones," one of the C D's few rap 
I don't want to name names, but I 
what this song is about: "It's funny 
money change a situat io n I 
munication lead to complication I 
ncipation don't fit your equation I 
on the humble - you on every sta-
You do the math. 
ughout the CD. we are supplied 
numerous messages, as in "Doo 
(That Thing)": "Let it sit inside your 
• 
-head like a million women in Philly, Penn. 
I It's silly when girls sell their souls 
because it's in I Look at us here you be in 
hair weaves like Europeans I Fake nails 
done like Koreans I Come again.'' I know 
some of us can relate. (You know who 
you are.) 
In an industry suffering from a drought 
of quality music. Lauren rains with tracks 
like "Superstar," "Final Hour," and 
"Forgive Them Father," which features 
Shelley Thunder. For the hedz into heart-
breaking, relationship-type music, "Ex-
Factor," "When It Hurts So Bad," and "I 
Used to love Him.'' which features Mary 
J. Blige, should quench your thirst. 
Lauryn goes a bit deeper with cuts hke 
" N o th ing Even Matters," feat ur ing 
D' Ange lo. and "Every Ghetto, Every 
City.'' for those who dig the o ld school, 
nostalgic-type stuff. My personal favorite 
(among many) is "To Zion" This 1s 
Lauryn's dedication to her son, Zion. 
Carlos Santana 1s featured on lead guitar 
in this song. adding to an already well-
wr1tten p1ec.e. 
This song speaks to me on all levels. 
It's much mo re than just a dedication to 
her child, but a story of a blessing in dis-
guise she has received. This track is also 
laced with live drums to give it march-
ing-band, church choir-type sound, which 
makes it stand out in my mind from the 
other many great songs. 
There are also two bonus tracks on 
"Miseducation." The first is a cover of 
Frankie Valli's r.;------;---~-~.,~:-;--...,ii5~ .. -
"Can't Take 
My Eyes Off 
You." The 
other, ''Tell 
Him (I Need 
Him)," is a 
gem. It's 
another old ..... ~ 
school, live-
band-in-the-
background, 
lyrically-laced 
jewel. Both 
are tracks to 
nod ya hed 
to. 
All I ask 
for In a CD is ••~SJr,-.. 
flavor. I was 
answere d 
with live 
instruments 
potent lyrics. 
variety, and 
"That Thing." 
Carefu ll y 
piec e d 
tog e ther 
muslcally and lyrically, "The Miseducation 
of Lauren Hill" is definitely a must-buy 
for all hip-hop hedz. l give 
"Miseducation" (on the Panther Paw 
Scale of I to 4, 4 being best. of course,) 
four paws. It was tight - what more can I 
say? 
'7he Miseducation of Lauryn Hill" 
Lauryn Hill 
Ruffhouse Records 
**** 
emor1es from page l ____________________ _ 
at Eastern creating sets, instructing 
and directing plays. 
think (it will convey) a number of 
, really," Blanchette said. "One 
I want to do is celebrate me. I 
I've spent all my career being low-
1'11 be retiring from Eastern soon, 
t'll bring it into closure. 
...,=:::lt'.,,;it'llj>~ Lnt~r_esting historically 
£0Veied so much of Eastern's 
. It'll hopefully be interesting to 
chette also mentioned how the 
· n would be helpful to future stu-
know when we were doing the 
nnial we were having a hard time 
material. So 50 years down the 
there'll be a body of work for (stu-
) to see part of Eastern history if it 
up in either the Tarble or (Booth) 
collection," Blanchette said. "So 
ully there'll be several different 
for the exhibition." 
his 26 years at Eastern, Blanchette 
designed and constructed sets for 
about 150 to 200 plays and has directed 
about 50 plays. he said. 
With such a variety of shows to 
choose from, he isn't sure which ones he 
will exhibit, although one play in particu-
lar will definitely be featured. 
past by showing scenes of the play," he 
remarked. "I'm hoping I can do the exhi-
bition so the exhibition itself is a theatre 
experience, so it's not just things hanging 
there. I have to go to the gallery and see 
how much space I have to work with. 
'"Summer 
and Smoke,' 
b y 
Tennessee 
Wi !Iiams," 
Blanchette 
announced. 
' ' I love everything I do. I don't think you 
can retire from something you really 
like. I think I'd be frustrated if I couldn't 
do what I wanted to do." 
"Actually, 
right now it 
kind of 
scares me 
because it's 
a lot of 
work, and I 
haven't 
done some 
"We did it 
back in '75. 
It'll have the 
same (set) 
design, but I'll also direct that, too." 
Blanchette also created the set used 
23 years ago, but said he plans on using 
the design again because he likes it so 
much. 
He is planning on using the new play in 
his exhibit because it will twine the past 
plays he has done with a present one, he 
said. 
"I want to tie in the present with the 
Clarence Blanchette, 
Professor of Theatre drawing or 
painting like 
that in a long time," Blanchette added. 
"I'll just have to focus on it and clear 
other things out of my mind. So in that 
sense, I'm looking forward to it." 
The exhibit will contain a variety of 
objects to portray his message, such as 
photographs taken while the sets were 
being constructed and at their finished 
stages. Blanchette said he also plans on 
using some drawings and models. 
9 p.m. Fri. Sept 11 JAC Lounge (Champaign) 
6 p.m. FrL Sept 11 W's~) 
9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 11 Mabel's (Champaign) 
8 p.111. FR Slpl 11 Jazz 111111 Billro (St. liiii) 
City of New Orleans (Champaign) 
1:lr.lntl'(St'toulS) 
The actual process of choosing which 
plays to use is going to be the most diffi-
cult aspect of putting the exhibit togeth-
er because he has done so many, 
Blanchette said. He admitted, however, 
that some plays he has done were better 
than others. 
"Some plays are better than others. I 
mean, pitting a Tennessee Williams (play) 
against another, the other's going to have 
to be pretty good just to be in that ball-
park . 
"Sometimes there's too much materi-
al, and sometimes there's not enough. 
There's always a challenge." 
Blanchette said the fall of 1999 will 
probably be his last semester at Eastern, 
although he plans on continuing with the-
ater after he leaves. 
"l hope to continue with theatre ... 
two or three times a year, with not quite 
such a busy schedule," Blanchette said. 
"Writing plays - it could happen, too. 
"I love everything I do. I don't think 
you can retire from something you really 
like. I think I'd be frustrated if I couldn't 
do what I wanted to do." 
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Christian bands rock to 'positive musi 
.,jessica sedgwick 
Staff writer 
Classic rock 'n' roll A rough wave of 
modern rock. Or how about some 
swingin' ska? 
If you can't decide what you're in the 
mood for. you can hear all three at 7 p.m. 
Saturday at the Burgess-Osborne 
Auditorium in Mattoon. where three 
bands will be rockin' not only for fans, 
but also for Christ. 
That's right. Christian rock - the rock 
n' roll without the sex and drugs our cul-
ture has become so accustomed to - is a 
medium not seen much in Charleston in 
the midst of bars and parties. These three 
bands see it as important to provide a 
good time for students who don't have 
the taste for those specialties this campus 
can provide. 
"We do this for the Christian kids," 
said Jeremy Sparling, the lead singer and 
guitarist for rock band Service Station 
431 , the show's main act. "You can go 
bowling anytime. But you can't always pay 
a buck to see three bands." 
This spirit-guided rock band gets a lit-
tle heavy at times, but its main goal is to 
write powerful lyrics. 
"The day we stop writing music that's 
positive, we don't wane to do it anymore . 
We want to give high-energy truth," 
Sparling explains. 
This rocker also believes that contem-
porary Christian music isn't what young 
people · 
want to lis-
ten to. 
band have ever been really interested in 
secular or non-Christian music. 
"We appreciate the talent of the secu-
lar world. We find it's cool what the 
musicians have done. But I find that 
Photo courtesy of Jeremy Sparling 
"A lot of 
music out 
there for 
Christians 
isn't good 
music. You 
don't find 
too many 
people 
standing in 
line around 
here to see 
a Southern 
gospel 
quartet. We 
minister to 
(Christians) 
on a level 
they can 
undestand." 
Service Station 431, a rock 'n' roll Christian group, believes in posi-
tive music and powerful lyrics. The band will be performing at 7 
p.m. Saturday at the Burgess-Osborne Auditorium. 
every-
thing you 
can find 
in secular 
music. 
you can 
find in 
Christian 
music. If 
you want 
Hootie 
and the 
Blowfish, 
you got 
Third 
Day to 
listen to. 
Music is 
music." 
But it's 
not all 
rock 'n' 
roll. 
Well, rock 'n' roll is one way to do it. 
Service Station 431 's infuences include 
Christian rock bands such as Striper, 
Horsefly, Petra, and Guardian. Sparling 
said none of the members of this rock 
Three-month-old band Spirit-Filled 
Donuts, which will be opening this event, 
defies the laws of rock 'n' roll with its 
stingin', spirit-filled ska. 
With I I members and enough horns 
to substitute a symphony orchestra, 
band of Lakeland boys covers ska 
praising Christ, life and of course. d 
"We dance around a lot ... It's fun 
us and it's an inspirational testimony. 
pick songs that have meant some 
us," said Matt Schrock, the lead v 
guitarist and saxophonist. 
Spirit-Filled Donuts will c 
Christian ska bands such as 
Supertones, Five Iron Frenzie 
Insiders. However. the band has no 
tion of being as famous as their 
musical mentors. 
"We don't see that in our future. 
just want to minister and fave 
Schrock explains. 
There shouldn't be a shortage of 
Along with the alternative band 
Mattoon should be on fire with the 
intense energy these artists are wilfi 
give their audiences. 
"That's what we're doing," Sp 
adds. "We wanna say, 'Hi, look at 
we're Christians. That takes a bit of 
ness to basically beg people to exame 
life like this. But we're accepting it• 
responsibility." 
The Burgess-Osborne Auditor! 
located at 170 I Wabash Ave. Ti 
be purchased for $1 at the door « 
be purchased in advance at Sound 
Music at 1609 Broadway Ave. in Ma 
. • ' Talk show parody kicks off Indigo calenda 
.,gabe rosen 
staff writer 
African-American theater group 
Indigo, a student-run organization found-
ed in 1995 by former Eastern student 
juanta Bennet, is gearing up for its fourth 
season on campus. 
Indigo is dedicated to conveying the 
unique African-American experience 
through theater. 
Over the last three years, Indigo has 
put on such plays as "Colored Musem," 
"Fences," Colored Girls Who 
Considered," and "A Raisin In the Sun." 
This year, the group will kick things 
off on September 3 I, with "The Tyrone 
Mohammed Show," which is a talk show 
parody. 
Not to be confused with last year's 
edition of "The Tyrone Mohammed 
Show," this year's edition will feature dif-
~7em 
'50 Unlimited Tanning 
for one month 
l 0 tans for •30 until Sept. 15111 
New Lotions 
New Hours 
348-0018 
M·'hl·7-· llS-
rrt - ,_.g,_ 
-- -.,.,. 
Happy 21st BirD 
It's about time! We 
love you-
KB, Bedo, Stace, 
Kathy, and Sarah 
ferent topics and characters. 
Senior education major, Christopher 
Lewis, who will be playing the role of 
Tyrone Mohammed, will be performing 
in his fifth play with Indigo. Lewis 
became involved with Indigo after seeing 
a performance of "Colored Musem." 
"When I watched the play, I was so 
impressed, I just wanted to do it," said 
Lewis of his involvement with Indigo. 
Of this year's "Tyrone Mohammed 
Show," Lewis simply conceeded, "It's a 
secret, but we have high expectations." 
As well as "The Tyrone Mohammed 
Show," Indigo is in the process of form-
ing a two-day show to coincide with 
Black History Month, according to 
Indigo president and sophomore theater 
major, Damon Edwards. 
According to Edwards, The 
Rathskeller will be turned into a coffee-
house setting for two days, during which 
Large 1 topping 
$5.99 
there will be black poetry readings, a 
series of one-act plays and African 
dance. 
Later that month, Indigo will be taking 
it to the streets, so to speak. The group 
will be visiting local grade schools and 
talking to kids about African-American 
history. 
Edwards, who has been involved with 
theater since he was in the fifth grade, 
had this to say about the upcoming year: 
"I'm really excited about this year and 
working with the exec board. It's a way 
for us to be creative and have fun too." 
This year the group will be experi-
menting with using original scripts more 
than in the past, although they will still 
perform scripted acts as well, Edwards 
said. 
"It started when we did 'The Tyrone 
Mohammed Show,' it was the first step in 
individual expression," Edwards said. "It 
Deep Dish $1 extra 
667 Lincoln Ave. 
was free, on a level that it wasn't d 
ed by a script. Indigo is really about 
pie's feeUng~ err)P"'~Q..¥e 
expression~· · ... ~ ,. 
Edwards also made the point 
everyone is welcome to attend the 
formances. 
"People kind of shy away som 
because of the 'African-American' 
ater title," Edwards said. " I just 
say that it's more than that, it's 
about that, but you can't have 
without having different ideas and 
ent people. 
"It's all about people and thea 
everyone should come out and at 
give it a try." 
The Indigo president also add 
it's not too late to join the group. 
"People can still look for the 
campus clips and come out to the 
ings;· Edwards said. 
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oor cinematography ruins 'Snake Eyes' 
nsuspenseful, obvious plot leaves little to moviegoer's imagination 
"paul hengels 
staff writer 
If ''Snake Eyes" is an attempt to give 
diences a murder-mystery that will 
them think ic misses the mark. The 
ry certainly has the potential - but 
ieve it or not. it just moves too quickly. 
The first problem is that the audience 
esn't have any time to think o~ to 
lop a theory on their own because it 
force fed the plot by the on-screen 
rs. While this movie has the potential 
confuse the audience because of its fast 
, the clues that are given are overly 
ious. leaving no detective work for the 
'ence to perform. 
The makers of "Snake Eyes" could 
to take a lesson from hits like "The 
Suspects" and "The Game." Those 
let you feel confused until the very 
of the movie because only then were 
die facts revealed to the audience. This 
· is totally predictable and there are 
redeeming qualities. 
Unfortunately, the cinematography isn't 
of them. The shots used in this movie 
the audience a great view of Nicholas 
This movie probably used the most 
up shots I have ever seen. I know it's 
to show everything an important 
cter does, but not to the point of 
uding action crucial to the scene. 
For instance, after the secretary of 
defense gets shot ac a professional boxing 
match. the assassin's second bullet is 
aimed at Julia Costello, (Carla Gugino,) a 
goody-goody government employee. But 
supposedly Costello gets shoved out of 
the way by Rick Santoro (Nicholas Cage.) 
Yet the picture cuts to an aerial view of 
Cage falling co the floor, so the audience 
never really gets co see the shove. It 
seemed the minute the shots were fired, 
Cage was on the floor, gun drawn. So 
much for our hero saving the woman. 
There is also no consistency because 
the movie keeps cutting back to earlier 
shots. This could be due to either bad 
editing or poor camera placement during 
the original shoe. but either way, more 
characters seem co pop into scenes with 
each replay. 
On the more noteworthy aspects of 
the film, Cage does do an incredible job of 
portraying Rick Santoro, a dirty cop born 
and raised in Atlantic City. Bue with 
movies like "ConAir" and "City of Angels" 
on your resume, people expect quality 
work. Cage shows a wide range of emo-
tions in this movie, and does command a 
certain amount of sympathy. 
Cage's co-star Gary Sinise (Apollo 13.) 
however, gives a somewhat monotonous 
performance as a military officer. The only 
other thing that I really would have liked 
to see from him was sincerity. Sinise plays 
the bad guy in the film, so it's okay if the 
audience doesn't trust him, but it's almost 
insulting how 
false his charac-
ter seems. 
The only 
ocher perfor-
mance worth 
mentioning is 
that of Carla 
Gugino. 
Gugino's last 
major role was 
opposite Pauly 
Shore in "The 
Son-In-Law." 
Cage and 
Gugino are the 
only reasons 
why most peo-
ple should be 
interested in 
seeing this film. 
Photo courtesy of website: I was expect-
ing more from 
the duo of the 
director and 
writer for the 
film because 
http://www.netwizards.net/-robio/98reviews/snakeeyes.html 
Rick Santoro (Cage) dives to the floor to avoid bullets while searching for 
the assassin. "Snake Eyes" features exciting, quick-moving cinematography, 
but lacks a plot to accompany the fast pace. 
DePalma's last suspense movie, "Mission 
Impossible," kept audiences on the edge 
of their seats. I left the theatre feeling like 
I had just watched a really long TV show. 
If you are a big fan of Nicholas Cage, I 
would recommend seeing this flick. But 
don't go if you are looking for somethiing 
to challenge you mentally. But the only 
thing this movie is good for is to sit and 
not have to think for two hours. 
"Snake Eyes" 
Paramount Pictures 
** 
omedian to bring 'teenage humor' to Eastern 
.;Jana leal 
Staff writer 
The University Board is coming out 
ing. 
The UB Comedy board has booked 
ie Mcfadden as the first comedian of 
semester. 
"He has really great teenage humor," 
in past years he "has been really well-
," said Clay Patterson, Eastern's UB 
edy Coordinator. 
McFadden has performed one other 
me in the past two years here at 
tern. Although he has performed at 
ern in past years, he was not original-
ly scheduled to perform this Friday. Dan 
Cook from "The Wedding Singer" was 
originally scheduled, but canceled. 
performed with Jim Carrey, who shares 
his comedic style. 
Mcfadden grew up in Brooklyn and at 
McFadden agreed 
to come in his ' ' 
place. 
"His comedy is 
very diverse and 
appeals to all 
He has really great teenage 
humor ... (Mcfadden) has been 
really well-liked." 
age 17 began his 
comedy career in 
New York City as 
an improvisational 
comedian. As he 
began to pave his 
route in the high-
way of comedy, 
crowds," said Matt 
Frost, McFadden's 
-Clay Patterson 
Eastern's UB Comedy Coordinator 
press agent. 
McFadden has performed on such hit 
shows as "The Martin Lawrence Show," 
"Hanging with Mr. Cooper," "In living 
Color," and "The Tonight Show with 
David letterman.'' He has also frequently 
Mcfadden was 
inspired by such comedians as Eddie 
Murphy, Robin Williams, and Richard 
Pryor. 
McFadden quickly became a famous 
headliner at colleges and universities 
throughout the United States and soon 
moved to Los Angeles. His material topics 
range from growing up to dating and his 
show lasts about one hour. 
The UB Comedy Board, which is stu-
dent run. has noticed that many freshmen 
seem to attend comedy acts such as 
these, Patterson said. Even so, McFadden 
has proven that he appeals to all sorts of 
crowds. 
The Ballroom can hold up to 400 peo-
ple and UB Comedy Board "hopes to fill 
them all," Patterson said. 
Reggie McFadden will perform at 9 
p.m. Friday in the University Ballroom. 
Tickets are $3 with an Eastern ID and $5 
without. 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL 
CARRY OUT SPECIAL lt B Comedy Prresemts ~ ~ 
~ 
~ + + 
14" one topping 
Budget Please~ 
14" one Individual order 
topping Pizza Breadsticks 
All for only $1995 
Valid on Carry Out 7 days a week until 10/3198. 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
Delivered for $1 more 
Um.tted Delivezy Area and Hours 
* In Living color 
* The Cosby Show 
* Comics on Delivery 
Comedian 
Reggie Mcfadden 
Friday, September 11, 1998 9:00 pm 
MLK, Jr. Union, University Ballroom 
$3.00 w/ student i.d. $5.00 general 
* The Laugh Factory ~ 
* The lmprov 7vt7 
• Caesar's Palace g 
~ 
~ 
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~ 
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~ lriday.9.11.98 classified advertisin 
Services Offered 
FREE CASH GRANTS! College. 
Scholarships. Business. Medical 
Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1 • 
800-218-9000 Ext. G·2262. 
9124 
Ballet, Jazz, Tap, Yoga, and Step 
Aerobics all ages, all levels. 
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center 
345·7182. 
~---9/18 
ABSOLUTE SPRING 
BREAK .. .'TAKE 2" 2 FREE 
TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES 
and •. Earn $$$$ Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas , Florida, 
Padre! Lowest Prices! Free 
Meals. Parties, & Drinks. 
··umited Otter·• 1-800·426· 
n1 o. www.sunsplashtours.com 
_________ 10123 
Back·ln·Time Lounge. Part-time 
bartenders and wait staff. 1416 
Broadway, Mattoon. 235-4733. 
-----~9. /11 
STAFF needed In small reslden· 
tlal sites serving 4·6 residents 
with developmental d1sab1ht1es. 
Monday through Friday evening 
and midnight sh Its or weekend 
shifts available. Flexible GChedul-
ng also ava!lable. No experience 
necessary. Paid training rs pro-
vided. Applications may be 
obtained at CCAR lndustnes 825 
18th St·eet. Charle ton L 61920 
EOE 
12114 
Charleston Da ry Ou n now tak· 
ng app cat :ms ' nch po 
t1ons Must be ava Monday 
Friday Apply at 20 State treet 
9/17 
Bartender War>ted Sneaky 
Pete's in Effingt>am needs bar· 
tenders. Experience not neces· 
sary. Weekdays- and Weekend 
Nights. Great Money 1 Apply in 
Person at 2102 S Banker. 
_________ 9/11 
Farm Help Needed. Experience 
preferred; morning, afternoon, 
and evenings. 348·8906 alter 
4pm. 
_________ 9/18 
Accepting applications for part· 
time cook. flexible hours, and 
part-time night auditor. 11p.m.· 
7a.m. shift. Accounting experi-
ence a plus. Apply In person. 
Best Western Worthington Inn, 
920 W. Lincoln. E.O.E. 
_________ 9/15 
Accepting applications for part· 
time cook, flexible hours, and 
part-time night auditor. 11p.m.· 
7a.m. shift. Accounting experi-
ence a plus. Apply In person. 
Best Western Worthington Inn, 
920 W. Lincoln. EO.E. 
. 9115 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '98. Earn 
$500·$1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details-RUSH 
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP 
FIVE 0 6547 N. Academy Blvd., 
Dept. N. Colorado Springs, CO 
80918. 
Help Wanted 
Help Wanted: Housekeeper 7·11 
a.m. Monday through Friday. 
Some direct care with indiVlduals 
with developmental d1sab1ht1es 
involved. Apply In person at 910 
17th Street in Charleston or call 
345-2922. 
_________ 9/16 
Farm help. Flexible hours. Start 
now. 345-2999 
--~------9123 
HELP WANTED Students Inter· 
ested m fun, volunteering, and 
making a difference. Alpha Phi 
Omega needs youl Call Jerome 
348-6271 
=---=--,.,....-,..-,-=-c,,.,---9111 
The EIU Telefund Office seeks 
well-spoken, motivated, & 
responsible Individuals for the 
1998·1999 Telefund program 
Earn up to $7 00/hour while work· 
ing flexible evening hours. No 
high pressure or mandatory 
sales. Apphcations are available 
at the Telemarketing Facility 
located at 9th Street Hall, Room 
0009. All applications are due by 
Monday. Sept. 14. 
- -- 9/11 
Alpha House seeks motivated 
people to work with md1v1duals 
wtth developmental d1sab1 111es rn 
a group-home setting Excellent 
opportunity for those in Spec 
Ed.. Psych , Thor Recreation. or 
related fields We provide the 
training II you provide the IT'Ollva· 
t on Weekends and evenings 
Apply at 1701 18th Chnrteston 
911 
BRIAN S PLACE NIGliTCLUB & 
SPORTS BAR NEEDS PAR 
TIME DJ APPLY ~ P[RSON 
21st & BROADWAY MATIOOl't 
234-4151 
Adoption 
Our names are Paul and Cheryl 
and we would love to expand our 
family through adoption. We are 
a loving, financially secure couple 
who will help you through this dif· 
ficult lime. All medical and legal 
fees paid. Call us TOLL FREE 0 
1-877-852·4396 for more lnfor· 
mation, or contact our attorney 
Debbie Cobb by calling collect 
618-692-6300. 
_________ 91.11 
Lost & Found 
Lost: Brown Frame glasses no 
case-Cannot See. Please call 0 
345-2647. 
_________ 9115 
For Rent 
House for rent In Mattoon. 3 bed· 
rooms 1 314 bath, new paint, and 
carpet. $525 a month. Lease & 
deposit required. Call Don or 
Ann 0 234-4722 
• • 9/11 
The Daily [astern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address:---------......... ----~ 
Under ClassificatiOn of.--------------
Expiration code (office use only)-----------
Person accepting ad ______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:S ____ _ 
Payment Q Cash Q Check Q CnMll 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: _______ Studeht Q Ves 0 No 
Dates to run --------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word t.:st day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafto1. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Studolnt ads must be paid In advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
For Rent 
3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 4th 
Street. $600fmonth. Call 345· 
6621. 
_________ 12114 
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2 
Bedroom furnished No pets. 
Call 345·2231. 
_________ 12114 
McArthur Manor Apartments 2 
Bedroom. Needed Female 
Roommate. 345·2231. 
12114 
3 BR Apt. 1125 4th St. $600 per 
month. Call 345·6621. 
12114 
SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3 
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING 
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM· 
PUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY 
1ST FOR 3 FEMALES. 820 UN· 
COLN ST. 348-7746. 
________ 12114 
COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2 block 
from campus. 820 Lincoln St. 
348-n46. 
-:-::-..,.,..--~~-...,.12114 
2 BR House fully furnished. 
South 4th St. Residential neigh-
borhood. Call 345·5148 or 348· 
0157. 
---,,..- - 9115 
A garage for rent 1 112 Blocks 
1rom campus. 24' X 13' $40 per 
mo Call 348-0394. 
9/11 
Studio Apartment. Furnished, No 
Pele, No Parties 348·8821 or 
348-7721. 
- 911 
New luxuiy Iott apanmert for 2 or 
3 students Thre b drOOIT'S on 
the sq ... are Phone 345-9139 2 to 
5p m 345-2702 other hovs 
9111 
2 Bedroom upstairs p, rtment 
Water and trash lurn1shad 
$425 00 per month 345·3554. 
9/16 
Sub!essor needed for house with 
basement close to campus Big 
bedroom, wllh lots of closet and 
storage space. 348-6611 
9/18 
For Sale 
MTX speakers $100. Home 
Theater $150. turntable.stylus 
$40. 348-1769/ 
...,..,~=---=---~--12114 
1990 Toyota Supra, Blue, 3dr rift. 
back, loaded, 5 speed, pioneer 
disc changer w/remote, excellent 
condition, good tires, must sell, 
$6900-make an offer 345·2997 
evenings or leave message. 
_________ .9118 
Men's SchwiM Cruiser. Coaster 
brake, white wall balloon tires. 
Excellent condition. $60. Call 
6pm-9pm 234-9249. 
_________ 9114 
ROLLERBLADES. Like new. 
Sizes 7 and 11 with pads. $75 
per set. 348·8918 . Leave 
Message. 
_________ 9115 
Sale on Saturday at 615 
Harrison. Three 3·Speed bicy-
cles for $10 each. Free house 
plants and cacti . 
_________ 9111 
For Sale 
94 Honda Accord ex Coupe. 
White/Tan leather. Cdltape ex 
cond. 97,XXX. Books at 
$12,500, asking $11.200. Call 
345-1292. 
_________ 9/17 
Kenwood Flip·Face in-dash car 
CD-player. 1·year old. $200.00 
o.b.o. Call 345-3372. 
__ .....,.. ____ 9/11 
For Sale: Saga Genesis & 
Ga mos 346-2793 6p.m. -9p.m 
-- 9114 
R1cohKR·S Super 2 35 mm SLR 
camera, wlzoom lens, flash. 
cleaning krt, case, and filter. 
Asking $200. Call 346-3185. 
_________ 91.16 
Beautiful wedding dress size 14. 
Lots of beading. Cathedral train. 
Never wom. (217) 837-2269. 
__________ 9/17 
Television 13· $45. MTX boxed 
car speakers $100. Deals! 348-
1769. 
- - 9/11 
Excellent Stereo Speakers 150W 
$100. 60W $60. SOW $50. 348-
1769. 
_______ __...9/11 
56K external modem US 
Robotics, hke new, used 4 
months $225 o.b o 234·9087 
_______ .9110 
Personals 
A IT'3JOnly o~ EIU Students are 
not currently rrur Ju.:lna users 
(> 11 
The I cfJ of Alpha Ph would k 
to th nk Jul c Delos Reyes 
Ar>drea Her.zog. Carre L£:"11 s 
and Andrea Bauer lo doing a 
great Job w1t'l Rush! You guys 
aro Awesome• Love your sis· 
ters. 
- _911 
Jodi, Stacey Brooke, Stacey 
Angela, Laura. Tara, Lindsay. and 
Janel. We missed you during 
Rush. It's good to have you 
back! Love, your Alpha Phi sis-
ters. 
_________ 9/11 
Congratulations to Brooke 
Vickroy of Alpha Gamma Delta 
on getting engaged. We are so 
excited for you. Love, your sis· 
ters. 
--------~9111 
To Krista Conway and Brian Rudd 
sorry for the confusion In yester· 
days paper. 
9/11 
E=-A-:s=T=S..,10:-E~PA-C"'"K,.,.A'""G:-E---w=EEK· 
END SPECIAL. LITE 15 PK. 
$6.99. COORS LT 12 NR $5.99. 
KEYSTONE DRY 12 PK $3.99. 
CAPTAIN MORGAN 7.50 $9.99. 
CRYSTAL PALACE 1.75 $8.99. 
LARGE SELECTION OF KEGS 
IN STOCK. EASTSIDE PACK· 
AGE 18TH & JACKSON AVE. 
345-4722. 
__ ,..... ____________ 9111 
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT. Serving 
breakfast Saturday and Sunday 
until 2 p.m. What's Cookin' 7th & 
Madison. 345-7427. 
_________ 9111 
ACROSS H Girl in a gown • Delicacy cooked 
t Discovery made • Eccentric in 34-Across 
.. Easily confused 
47 Openings 
49Ring 
by a spot check? 11 Marshall 
1 Stingy McLuhan's 
ta cast of concern 
characters? • Rack and nu1n It Home-grown 
U "Stoned Love" ti Mark and Martin a Keen 
ti Self-service 
station 
n Optimistic 
ti Ray, in a way 
ti More than 
persuasion 
11 Start °' many 
Indian place 
names 
n Wife's name in 
"Babe" 
UOisguiae 
14"M"or"V" 
•Grave 
M See 45-Across 
•Straight -
• Leading lines? 
nHarmony 
MDed< (out) 
4t Blow the whistle 
a Speakeasy risks 
a Chich9n ttza 
resident 
44 .0247acre 
&1ngers, With 
"the" 
A It's not on the 
level 
14 Forty-ninefs 
quest 
DOWN 
t Mustered 
I Trek away 
a Poise 
4 Deal binder 
I Stevedore 
I Fall off 
'7 Octopus's locale 
1 eun·s target 
•Ad follower 
-+-+--t to Partial 
..,..._.,.....,....,,.. tt Myna's cousin 
~~Poft ...... ~11Gauge 
t4Wartime 
transportation 
,,,,,.._,.. ti Be a leech 
•Bitofsun 
~.....,;o.+,....,..c a Run for itl 
...,......,,,..,,....,.~+..'4 14 Biggest bone in 
the body 
•Motown. for one 
Personals 
Congratulations to Crystal Jones 
of Alpha Gamma Delta on getting 
lavaliered to Kieth Anderson of 
Sigma Pi. We're so happy for 
you. Love, your sisters. 
-----~---9/11 
Sarah Wells, Congrats on going 
A·Phl!! You're the best Liiiie 
Linker! Love Always, Carrie. 
......,.. ________ 9/11 
Erin Lichter of Alpha-Phi· 
Congrats on going A·Phll Your 
will have so much fun this yearl 
You're the cutest 111 linker! A·Phl 
love and mine, Came M. 
9/11 
Personals 
Congratulations to Jenne Brdlik 
Kappa Delta on your enga 
ment! Love, your KO Sisters! 
Congralulat1ons to Jenni 
Bosvay of Kappa Delta on 
lavaliered to Brian Gioecklng 
Sigma Pl Love, your KO sis 
Congratulations to mary 
Mueller of Kappa Delta on 
lavahered to Mike Groos of 
Delta Theta. Love, KO sisters• 
CampusClips 
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS. Medical school admissions 
seminar Saturday, September 12 at 8:15 a.m. in Urbana 
All students signed up to attend the seminar should meet 
in the Library parking lot at 8:15 a.m. for transportation to 
the seminar. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Sunday "Cent" Supper 
September 13 at 5:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation 
across from Lawson Hall. Put in a penny or whatever you 
want and have a basically free meal every Sunday 
evening. At the end of the semester, the money is sent lo 
help feed the hungry. Come on ovm and make some new 
friends too. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Passages and Pancakes today 
from 7-7:45 am at the Wesley Foundat on across from 
Lawson Hall. A weekly breakfast galh nng lQDISClJSS 
selected B ble passages and one s JO ey n ttie Cho 
farth. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mas Sunday, 
September 13 at 11 am. and 9 p.m. m Coleman 
Auditorium 102. Choir rehearsa. one hour before mass 
MENS VOLLEYBALL. Tryouts Sunday, September 13 at 
p.m in the Rec Center Court 5. More information call 34 
5852. 
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Gospel 
choir practice today at 6 p.m. in Room 13 in the Fine Arts 
Building. 
THE AGENCY. Meeting today at 11 a.m. in Room 2436 In 
Buzzard Hall. Important recruitment meeting. 
WEIU·FM 88.9. Rap/Hip hop show today from 5-8 p.m. at 
WEIU FM 88.9. Tune into ·outlaw Radio." 
MATH ENERGY. Meeting Monday, September 14 at 7 p 
in the Grand Ballroom in the Union. Therese Vinson wiJ 
speak on math with meaning. Bring checkbooks to the 
meeting. Counts for professional organization credit. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Basic Christian beliefs Mo 
September 14 at 7 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation ac 
from Lawson Hall. We will be studying basic Christian 
beliefs, using Paul Little's book "Know What You Belie 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are nun free of charge ONE 
·ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No 
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips 
be submitted to The Daily Eastem News office by noon 
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an 
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Sa 
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any 
is illegible or contains conflicting information Wl~NOT. ~~ 
Clips may be edited for available space. ., ·~:ff ;t~ .. o 
l'uale~JclllnWClllllg 
.,. - medical 
•lthasits 
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• Killatime 
• Lays°"· with 
"from" 
at Heavenly 
aa Eyelet maker 
~ Get ready to ride 
n It has a blade 
• Japanese straw 
mat 
• Kind of fork 
40 Most festive 
a Sunset-tinged 
aUkeenemy 
waters, maybe 
41Silefora 
37-Down 
IO Jacuzzi site 
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ew Hatfield CD, 'Bed,' won't put you to sleep 
Don't let the screeching 
rs and funky percussion on 
new Juliana Hatfield release, 
," fool you. This CD is real-
not as punk as it sounds, 
ugh the first few tracks do 
a totally different impres-
Down On Mc;· (not a cover 
the Janis Joplin tune.) brings 
play the screeching guitar 
dback reminiscent of 80s 
I To be completely honest, 
first nme seconds of the CD 
almost enough for me to 
lug my stereo in order to 
1d shattering my eardrums. 
I toughed it out, and after 
10th second rolled by, 
1eld's CD took a turn in a 
direction. 
miere track on the album that 
takes on a very punk-edged 
sound. "I Want To Want You,'' 
"Swan Song," and "Live It Up" 
follow suit musically. But as the 
album progresses, the lyrics very 
noticeably take precedent over 
the notes. 
Every CD has a song or two 
that embraces the heart and/or 
soul of the entire proiect. 
Everyone has that one song that 
really jumps out, tugs at the 
heart strings and won't let go 
until the repeat button gets 
pressed. Hatfield's 
"Backseat"and "Running Out" 
do just that for "Bed." The music 
draws you in, and then the 
words take control. Or maybe 
I'm just a glutton for slow runes. 
Either way, both songs are 
worth listening to. 
get under the backseat where 
sleep can bathe me in dreams I 
Get up I Brush off the dirt I Get 
back in and don't let go." 
The brief three minutes of 
"Running Out" deal with the 
same types of issues as 
"Backseat," but take a much 
more direct approach. 
While the previous song gave 
a sort of inspirational resolution 
to everyday angst, "Running 
Out" basically says hey, bad stuff 
happens to everybody, rust admit 
to what has been done. get over 
1t and move on with hfe: 
"Everyone alive is a survivor 
and everythmg's the matter I 
You're running out of money and 
you don't know how to say I 
"Can you help me~ I I'm drifting 
away." 
Unfortunately, this style 
"ce takes away from the lyri-
effect some of her words 
Id have on listeners, though 
a few tracks, the music actu-
plays more of a role in con-
ying the message than the 
·cs. 
"Down On Me" is the pre-
"Backseat" somewhat indirect-
ly but effectively tackles the 
Inevitable ups and downs of sur-
vival that everyone is sure to 
encounter, no matter what the 
circumstances. Hatfield also 
offers a bit of advice on how to 
cope when something goes 
awry: "An angel takes the wheel 
I I climb into the backseat and 
One of the last songs on the 
CD. "Bad Day," powerfully 
describes exactly that: "I 
screwed it up again I I made 
another friend I A desperado 
named trouble I I ask myself why 
did I run away I I guess maybe I 
was having a bad day." 
Despite the few minor glitches 
in the production of the album, 
"Bed" O by far one of the best 
CDs I have heard in a long while. 
Though in my opinion it still 
pales in comparison to Hatfield's 
contributions to the "My So 
Called Life" Christmas special 
(the single,"Make It H ome") and 
the ever popular "Reality Bites" 
soundtrack ("Spin the Bottle"), 
this CD is definitely worth the 
trip to the record score. 
"Bed" 
Juliana Hatfield 
Zoe Records 
**** 
class·fied advertisin 
official notices 
OHiaal Notces are paid tor by the Office of University Pulfultions. 
OuestiOnS concerning NotJCeS should be directed to the 0t9nator. 
University shall reasonably accommodate its students who are 
to fuHill their regular duties on the occasion of a religious 
rvance. Students who are unable to attend class or take 
lions for religious reasons shall be given information need-
ID make up classes and work missed, including examinations. 
nts should make arrangements for their absence at least five 
in advance through established procedures for verifying 
s. The University's Discrimination Complaint Procedures 
available through the Office of Civil Rights, Affirmative Action 
Diversity to students who believe they have been discriminat· 
against under this policy. (Internal Governing Policies, Policy 
61 . Approved by the President's Council, July 16, 1997.) 
V. Hencken, Vice President for Student Affairs 
STUDENTS. 
are attending any class In which your name does not appear 
the Official Tenth-Day Class Roster, Immediately contact the 
· tion Office to resolve the problem. Failure to do so could 
in loss of credit. 
el D. Taylor, Registrar 
INO CREDIT UST. 
it/No Credit list for the current term iS now posted on the 
boards inside and outside the Registration Office, McAfee 
basement. Students who elected crediVno credit option 
wish to verify that their requests are included on the list. 
I D. Taylor, Registrar 
REGISTRATION. 
assigned to the Academic AdVising Center must make an 
· tment to register for Spring 1999 term. Appointments may 
made beginning Monday, September 21. The appointment 
be made in person. PHONE CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT 
TES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The Academic Advising 
er Is located In Blair Hall, Room #100. Office hours are 
y through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Kelm, Director, Academic Advising 
BREAK. 
aware that Fall Break is Friday, Oct. 23; there will be no classes 
day. This date was inadvertently omitted from the calendar on 
front of the Fall Class Schedule. 
-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar 
NTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS. 
a-business majors may now apply 1n Lumpkin Hall 112 for 
1ssion to the School of Business for Spnng Semester 1999, 
1ng they meet the following cntena: (1) 2.00 GPA at EIU with 
cumulative GPA of at least 2.50, Including all transfer work; (2) 
semester hours completed by the end of Fall Semester, 1998; 
Enrolled m, or have completed, ACC 2150, AISICOM 2100, 
2810 with a grade 01 ·c· or better. 
~rank L Clark, Chair, School of Business 
LARSHIP AVAILABLE. 
Apphcat1ons are now being accepted for the Carol Specht 
rial Scholarship. To quality, you must be an undergraduate 
• currently enrolled at EIU, and a single parent with a child 
children living in your home. Applications are available in the 
CJlce of Civil Rights, 108 Old Main, or by calling 581·5020. The 
tldne for a completed application is September 25, 1998. 
~ Nichols, Director, Office of Civil Rights 
Announcements 
DON'T LOSE THAT TAN! 10 
TANS-$25 ANY BED. TROPl-
TAN. 348-8263. 
_________ 9 114 
ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES 
SEE NEW TEAM T·SHIRTS AT 
TOKENS. WE NOW HAVE EIU 
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING 
VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER, SOFT-
BALL, AND ALL OTHER 
SPORTS. 
---- ----- __ 10/6 
1(900) Dateline. 1·900·773· 
2020 ext.8357. $2.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years or older. 
Serve you (619)·645-8434. 
Single guys and girts looking to 
meet someone llke you. 
_________ 9/11 
Doonesbury 
Announcements 
COCONUT PURSE, BAMBOO 
PAPER CLIPS, GLASS BIRD 
HOUSES, PLAID PENCILS, VIN-
TAGE CLOTHING, & MORE? AT 
CALLIOPE COURT. 706 JACK· 
SON, CHARLESTON. 
_________ 9/14 
Need Cash. We buy used CD"s, 
cassettes, and video games. 
Sound Source Music. 258-8919. 
________ 12114 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TRYOUTS. 
Sunday, September 13th 7 p.m. 
at Rec Center Court 5. For more 
info call 348-5852. 
_________ 9111 
EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS 
RING DAY AT TOKENS. 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
SCHOLARSHIP CANDIDATES SOUGHT. 
The Truman Scholarsh p Committee of Eastern llhno1s University 1s 
seeking candidates tor the Truman Scholarship. This is a national 
compellt1on for students with a demonstrated Interest 1n and commit· 
ment to public seMCe. Successful candidates receive significant mon· 
etary awards for lhetr senior year and for graduate study in public ser-
vice fields. Interested students In their junior year who have shown 
leadership potential and are committed to serving the public should 
contact Dr. Small, History Dept., 2161ColemanHall,581-6380. 
- Dr. Nora Pat Small, Aaelstant Professor 
Announcements 
WHERE CAN YOU FIND A 
ARTURO FUENTE, 
MACANUDO, PARTAGAS,AL 
CAPONE, & MORE. AVAILABLE 
IN THE HUMIDOR AT CALLIOPE 
COURT. 706 JACKSON, 
CHARLESTON. 
_________ 9/11 
All new equipment, University 
Village Laundry Mat. 24 hour 
video security. $1.25 wash, & .25 
to dry. 
____________ 10/2 
Spring Break '99. Cancun, 
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from $399. 
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest 
prices guaranteed. Info Call 600-
440-8355. www.sunbreaks.com. 
_________ 9129 
Announcements 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIAL: LITE 15 PK 
$6 99, COORS LT. 12NR $5.99. 
KEYSTONE DRY 12PK $3.99, 
CAPTAIN MORGAN 7.50 $9.99, 
CRYSTAL PALACE 1.75 $8.99 
LARGE SELECTION OF KEGS 
IN STOCK. EASTSIDE PACK· 
AGE 18TH & JACKSON AVE. 
345-4722 
_________ 9/11 
Anywhere in town. 5 people or 
more $1 per person. 348-RIDE. 
_________ 9/14 
SLEEP IN. EAT OUT. BREAK· 
FAST SERVED UNTIL 2 P.M. 
SAT & SUN. WHArs COOKIN'. 
7TH & MADISON. 345-7427 
_________ 9, /11 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH GRANTS. 
Appficallons for Undergraduate Research wm be accepted from under-
graduates and their faculty menlors for research grants for Spring 1999 
and are available at the Honors Office, Booth House. Grants of $500 to 
each student and $250 to the department budget of the faculty sponsor 
will be awarded for the Spring Semester. Applicants must have a mini· 
mum GPA of 3.0. The closlng date for all applications is October 19, 
1998, at 4 p.m. 
- Herbert Lasky, Chair, Undergraduate Research Council 
...__ __ ----
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Bassett 'grooves' with younger co-star 
Creator of 'Waiting to Exhale' produces Jamaican fantasy 
'1Jann mestern 
Staff writer 
Have you "Exhaled" yet? If so, get ready 
to "Groove." 
The new movie by Terry McMillan, 
author of "Waiting to Exhale," turns the 
tables on a ·ecent movie trend of older 
men dating much younger women. 
McMillan's first movie. "Waiting to 
Exhale," wa designed well for the big 
screen. "Gr )ove" almost seems to flow 
from "Exhal '' in continuing commentary 
on the lives nd relationships of modern 
women. 
The focus of the movie is to explore 
the social iscues surrounding a large age 
difference in romantic relationships. Many 
recent movies have featured men In their 
40s romantically involved with women in 
their 20s. "Groove" turns this around and 
shows the social struggle older women 
face when dating younger men. Stella, 40, 
and Winston, almost 21, get through 
many of the issues put in the path of their 
relationship with style and dignity. 
The story unfolds as Stella tries to find 
what is best for her and her I I -year old 
son, Quincy (Pagan.) Quincy wants his 
mother to be happy, so when she starts a 
romantic relationsh ip with Winston 
Shakespeare (Diggs,) Quincy is approving, 
yet protective of his mother's feelings. 
The acting is superb, and McMillan's 
capable writing created a wonderful script 
with which the cast had to work. Stella 
(Angela Basset) and Delilah {Whoopi 
Goldberg) are realistic characters and 
convince the audience of their sincerity 
with believable emotions. 
The universality of the relationships 
explored in this film goes far beyond the 
surface Hollywood beauty in today's 
world. The relationship between Stella 
and Delilah is one of longtime best 
friends. 
Examples of this can be seen in the way 
Delilah convinces Stella to go on vacation 
in Jamaica. There Delilah watches over 
Stella to ensure fun, relaxation, and 
romance are being had by Stella and her-
self while in Jamaica. The playful banter 
and teasing in their relationship occur 
without undermining the opposite sex. 
Newcomers to film Taye Diggs and 
Michael j. Pagan also create strong believ-
ability in their roles as the men in Stella's 
life. Their acting is down to earth in con-
veying a commentary on societal views 
and avoids being condescending or trite. 
Another realistic portrayal is the banter 
between Stella and her two sisters. 
Stella's sisters give wanted as well as 
unwanted advice as they try to see Stella 
happy in a socially acceptable relations~ip. 
Aesthetic accomplishments of the film 
are the wonderful backdrops, which are 
captured beaut ifully on fil m. Wonderful 
shots of the white sand beaches and crys-
tal blue waters of Jamaica, a sweeping 
view of the skyscrapers of Manhattan, and 
a panoramic view of the Golden Gate 
Bridge in San Francisco create a visually 
stimulating movie that polishes off the 
wonderful script and superb acting. 
The soundtrack, along with the 
scenery, creates an atmosphere of sensual 
paradise. It contains a blend of R & B and 
reggae, which draws the audience into the 
Photo courtesy of webs 
http://www.netwizards.neU-robio/98reviews/howstella.h 
Stella (Bassett) and Shakespeare (Diggs) groove to Jamaican reggae. "How Stella Got Her Groove 
Back" provides stunning backdrops, sensual music and a beautiful romance story. 
wonderfully green and lush backdrop of 
the island of Jamaica. The lushness of 
Jamaica and the sensual rhythm of island 
music create the beautifully romantic 
stage in which Stella finds herself. 
Since the film itself was not heavily pro-
moted in the media prior to its theater 
release, I had little background knowledge 
going into the theater. Despite not having 
a general idea about the content of the 
movie, I thoroughly enjoyed the movie 
and appreciated the views presented In 
the story. I hear that Diggs and Pagan 
other movies scheduled for release later 
this year. I look forward to seeing them 
many more films. 
"How Stella Got Her Groove Bae 
20th Century 
*** 
-- ~ .,~·· ....,-- .... ~- - ... ·-~ Congratulations to the Women of 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
®&ltttYJl1@l&iW~ 
$1.50 16 oz. Miller Lite 
Alpha Phi Omega 
A 
Co-ed Service Fraternity 
invites you to join us in our 
rush week activites. 
Mon. 9/1 4 8am-4pm Bagel Sale in Coleman 
Wed. 9/1 6 9am-2pm in Library quad and see 
us at our RSO Table in the Union 
Walkway. 
Fri. 9/18 7pm Bar- B- Que!!!! 
Questions? Call Jerome at 348-6271 
for their Excellent Academic Performances! 
4.0 
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